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Abstract 
Fi.iidp, Z., F. Herrmann, S. Vagvijlgyi and H. Vogler, Tree transducers with external functions, 
Theoretical Computer Science 108 (1993) 185-236. 
In this paper we investigate the computational power of particular tree transducers, viz., macro tree 
transducers and attributed tree transducers. The former tree transducers formalize the idea of 
syntax-directed translation, with the possibility of handling context; the latter tree transducers can 
serve as a formal model for the reduction semantics of attribute grammars. Here we generalize these 
tree transducers by allowing the invocation ofexternal functions during the usual rewriting process. 
The main result of this paper is the characterization of macro tree transducers with external function 
calls in terms of attributed tree transducers with external function calls, Furthermore, such tree 
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transducers with external function calls induce, in an obvious way, two operators on the set of all 
classes of tree functions. According to this point of view, we define two classes of tree functions 
inductively in the same way as the class PREC of primitive recursive tree functions, except that the 
closure under the scheme of primitive recursion is replaced by the closure under macro tree 
transducers with external function calls and attributed tree transducers with external function calls, 
respectively. As a second result of this paper we prove that these two classes are equal to PREC. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper compares the computational power of two special classes of tree 
transducers, viz., macro tree transducers with external functions (for short, mtt with 
externals) and attributed tree transducers with external functions (for short, att with 
externals). Every such tree transducer computes a tree function, which is a total 
function that takes trees as arguments and delivers trees as results. 
Mtts with externals and atts with externals are generalizations of macro tree 
transducers [8, 61 and attributed tree transducers [17, 181, respectively, in the sense 
that the invocation of external functions during the usual rewriting process is allowed. 
Since the external functions can be taken from an arbitrary, but fixed, class of tree 
functions, the technique of invoking external functions can be considered as a formal- 
ization of the concept of modularity as it is present in programming language 
concepts. In fact, the concepts of mtts with externals and atts with externals provide 
metalanguages, in which the reduction semantics of functional programming with 
primitive recursion [27, 24, 321 and of attribute grammars [28], respectively, can be 
described in a natural way. 
The main result of this paper is the following: the class of tree functions computed 
by mtts with externals (denoted by MT(U), where U is the class of external functions 
allowed) can be characterized by the one-composition of the class of homomorphism 
tree functions (denoted by HOM, cf. [7]) and the class of tree functions computed by 
one-visit atts with externals (denoted by lv-AT( U); the concept of one-visit is taken 
from [l I]). Then we can state this characterization as the equation 
MT(U)=Fo(HOMo, Iv-AT(U)), 
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where or denotes one-composition: every homomorphism treats only the first com- 
ponent of an argument tuple, the other components are passed immediately to the att 
with externals. Moreover, F denotes a class of vector functions that serves for 
balancing arities of functions. However, this can be considered just as a solution to 
a minor technical problem. 
Clearly, mtts with externals and atts with externals can be considered in an obvious 
way as operators on the set pops of all classes of tree functions: if U is a class of tree 
functions, then MT(U) and AT(U) are such classes too. Now, for an arbitrary 
operator Won p Ops, we can define the class PRECw of tree functions by induction in 
a similar way as the class PREC of primitive recursive tree functions [23, 26, 141: 
PRECw is the smallest class P of tree functions which contains the classes of base 
functions (i.e., top-concatenations, constant tree functions, and projections) and which 
is closed under composition and W, i.e., W(P) G P. That is, with respect to PREC the 
closure under the operator PR, which is induced by the scheme of primitive recursion, 
is replaced by the closure under the operator W. Clearly, PREC = PREC,,. Now one 
might raise the question how the classes PREC, PRECM,,, and PRECAT are related. In 
fact, as a second result of this paper we prove that these classes are equal. Thus, in 
particular, PREC is closed under MT and AT. 
In the rest of this introduction we first recall the concepts of macro tree transducer 
and attributed tree transducer, and we discuss the extension by external functions. We 
report about the history of our main result and give an indication of its proof. Finally, 
after having briefly discussed the second result of this paper, we summarize the 
contents of every section. 
Macro tree transducers were introduced in [S, 61 and they were further studied in 
[13, 161. They combine the features of top-down tree transducers [30, 3 1,7, 31 and of 
macro grammars (or context-free tree grammars) [15, 123. The first ingredient for- 
malizes the concept of syntax-directed translation [l, 23, whereas the second one 
allows the treatment of context information by means of parameters. Formally, 
a macro tree transducer consists of a ranked alphabet Q of states such that every state 
has rank at least 1, a designated initial state qin of some rank r+ 1 with r 20, 
a sequence (CO,Z1, . . . . C,) of ranked alphabets of input symbols, a ranked alphabet 
d of output symbols such that every Cc E d, and a finite set R of (rewrite) rules of the 
form 
q(a(x1, . ..> %?l),YI~ ...rYn)+<. (1) 
where q is a state of rank n + 1 for some n > 0,~ is an input symbol in Co of rank m 2 0, 
and x1 ,..., x,, and y,, . . . . y, are substitution variables called input variables and 
(formal) parameters, respectively. The right-hand side 5 is a tree which is built up from 
output symbols, the parameters y,, . . ..y. (considered as symbols of rank 0) and 
constructs like q’(xi, tl, . . . , tk), where q’ is a state of rank k + 1 for some k 3 0, Xi is an 
input variable from {x1 ,..., x,}, and (I ,..., ck are trees formed in the same way as t. 
A rule like (1) is called (q, o)-rule. Here we require that, for every state q and 
every input symbol ~EC,, a macro tree transducer contains exactly one (q,a)-rule. 
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Thus, in the terminology of [13], we consider only total deterministic macro tree 
transducers. 
Obviously, a macro tree transducer is a special term rewriting system. Therefore, 
these rules are applied as term rewriting rules in the usual way. One rewrite step 
consists of three parts: first, the left-hand side of a rule p is matched with a subtree 
@; of the present sentential form @ 1; this provides a binding 4 for the substitution 
variables; second, @; is replaced by the right-hand side of rule p; finally, the substitu- 
tion variables on the right-hand side of p are bound according to 4. In this way, Gpl is 
rewritten to the sentential form Q2. Starting from a sentential form qin (to, tl, _. , t,), 
where, for every in 0, is a tree application of rules leads 
to a tree t over d. In fact, t exists and it is unique due to the requirement which the set 
R of rules has to obey: since for every pair (q,a) there is a (q,a)-rule, the derivation 
cannot block; since for every pair (q, a) there is at most one (q, a)-rule, we can prove the 
confluency of the derivation relation (cf. Section 3). Consequently, we call t the value 
computed by M with input arguments t,,, . , t,. This establishes the tree function s(M) 
computed by M, which has the type T( Z, > x T( C1 ) x ... x T( Z,.) + T( A), where, 
for every ranked alphabet r, T(T) denotes the set of trees over Z-. 
The construction of the right-hand sides of rules shows that a macro tree transducer 
M defines its tree function 7(M) by means of a generalization of the scheme of 
primitive recursion (for the concept of primitive recursion on trees cf. [23, 26, 141): 
assuming that to has the form a(~~,. . ,s,,) for some input trees sl, . . ,s,, rule (1) 
defines the q-value q(to, rl, . , t,,) of the recursion argument to and the additional 
arguments c,, . . , 4, in terms of some constructs like q’(si, 5;) . . . , (j). Such a construct 
denotes the q’-value of the direct subtree si of to and the additional arguments 
*I 
sl, . . . , ti. Actually, in [6] macro tree transducers are called primitive recursive 
program schemes with parameters. 
In the concept of mtt with externals we keep this way of defining tree functions via 
primitive recursion but, additionally, allow the invocation of arbitrary tree functions 
during the rewrite process. For this purpose, we enlarge the present set A of output 
symbols to a set AuE, where E is the set of external function symbols. Additionahy, 
we specify an E-algebra @ with carrier set T(A) by means of which external function 
symbols are interpreted as tree functions; more precisely, an external function symbol 
e with rank k is interpreted as a function of type T(A)% T( A). Then, for an mtt with 
externals, a rewrite step can either be the application of a rule, as for ordinary macro 
tree transducers, or the interpretation of an external function symbol e according to 
the algebra Q; the second possibility is applicable only if every argument of e is a tree 
over A, i.e., it does not contain states or external function symbols. 
Of course, our new model has practical importance only in the case when external 
function symbols are interpreted in some reasonable way, e.g., as recursive tree 
functions [23]. If the external functions are chosen from the class of tree functions that 
are computed by mtts with externals, then the resulting systems are closely related to 
modular tree transducers [14]; cf. Section 3. Modular tree transducers compute 
exactly the class of primitive recursive tree functions 1141. 
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Now let us develop, in an informal way, the concept of attributed tree transducer 
that was introduced in [17], from the original concept of attribute grammars [28]. 
For this purpose we first recall some well-known notions of attribute grammars. 
An attribute grammar (for short, AG) G contains a context-free grammar 
Go = (T, N, P, S), consisting of sets of terminals, nonterminals, productions, and an 
initial nonterminal, respectively. Moreover, G contains a finite set Att of attributes, 
which is partitioned into the disjoint sets At&,, and Attin,, of synthesized and inherited 
attributes, respectively. Then, every nonterminal C of Go is associated with a subset 
At&(C) of At&,, and a subset Attinh(C) of Atti”h. Here we do not exclude inherited 
attributes for the initial nonterminal S. With every production p is associated a set SR, 
of semantic rules. The semantic rules define the values of the synthesized attributes of 
the nonterminal on the left-hand side of p, and the values of the inherited attributes of 
every nonterminal on the right-hand side of p. 
In order to prepare our development of attributed tree transducers, we consider 
a part of an example for an AG. Let p: C+eBfAgB be a production of a context-free 
grammar with nonterminals C, B, and A and terminals e,L and g. Let the set of 
attributes of the nonterminals be defined by 
At&,,(A)= ia), Att,,,(B) = At&(C) = {b}, 
Atti”h(A)=Attinh(B)={~, d), Attinh(C)=(d). 
To distinguish the different occurrences of nonterminals in a production, we attach 
the symbol E to the nonterminal on the left-hand side and integers 1,2,3, . . . to the 
nonterminals on the right-hand side, respectively. Intuitively, these additions indicate 
the position of nonterminals in the production. Hence, production p looks like 
(C, s)+e(B, l)f(A, 2)9(8,3). (2) 
Then let the set of semantic rules associated with p contain the following three 
elements: 
(3) 
(d, l)=i’((d, E)), (4) 
(d,3)=a (5) 
where (3, y, and c( are semantic operations with arity 2, 1, and 0, respectively. Here, e.g., 
(b, 1) denotes the occurrence of the synthesized attribute b at the first occurrence of 
a nonterminal on the right-hand side, which is B; moreover, (a,2) denotes the 
occurrence of the synthesized attribute a at the second occurrence of a nonterminal, 
which is A. Finally, (d, E) denotes the occurrence of the inherited attribute d of the 
left-hand side nonterminal, which is C. 
A derivation tree E, of Go determines a set Att(t,) of attribute occurrences, which is 
the disjoint union of the sets of attribute occurrences belonging to the nodes of to; note 
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that these nodes are labeled by nonterminals. In the usual way the semantic rules of 
G and the derivation tree r0 determine a set E(t,) of equations over attribute 
occurrences in Att(r,). For every attribute occurrence in Att(t,) there is an equation in 
E(t,) with this attribute occurrence on its left-hand side, except for the inherited 
attribute occurrences of the root of to. This deviation is captured by using a root 
function p that associates a value with every inherited attribute at the root of to. (Note 
that if we interpret p in the obvious way as a set of equations, then also every inherited 
attribute at the root fits into the above completeness condition.) 
Clearly, there are pairs consisting of an AG G and a derivation tree to such that an 
attribute occurrence may depend on itself via a sequence of equations in E(to). In the 
literature such AGs are called circular. Here we consider only AGs which are not 
circular and call them noncircular. If G is noncircular, then E(t,) has a unique 
solution. 
In our approach we are interested in the value of only one designated synthesized 
attribute Sin at the root of to; in [11] this is called the transformational approach. 
Then the root function and the set E(t,) of equations determine a function in the 
following way: if the root function associates the values vi, . . . . v, with the inherited 
attributes of S (assumed to be ordered in some way) and the value of the designated 
synthesized attribute sin at the root of r. is v, then the function computed by 
G maps the arguments fo, vi, . . . . v, to the result v. This is the classical concept 
of AGs. 
How can we develop from this original concept the concept of attributed tree 
transducer? Our development proceeds in four steps. Starting from an AG G, we first 
replace the underlying context-free grammar Go that represents some concrete syntax 
by the corresponding abstract syntax. As usual, the abstract syntax can be formalized 
as the signature (N, P), where the set N of nonterminals of Go is used as the set of sorts, 
and every production of Go is used as an operation (cf. [21]). For example, the 
production p:C-+eB’AgB turns into the operation p of type (BAB,C). Then, at this 
stage of our development, we will denote the semantic rules (3), (4), and (5) in the 
following way: 
(4 l)(P(X,,X,,X,))~ll((d,&)): (7) 
Note that xi, x2, and x3 represent the abstract syntax trees that start at the nonter- 
minals B, A, and B, respectively. Also note that in this formulation every semantic rule 
bears in itself the information to which production of the underlying context-free 
grammar it belongs to. 
In the second step of our development, we allow trees over operation symbols and 
attribute occurrences as right-hand sides of semantic rules. Rules (9), (lo), and (11) 
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indicate some possibilities due to this modification: 
(b,E)(P(x1,xz,x3))-S(a,(b, l),o((a,2),P)), (9) 
(d, l)(P(x1,?2,Xs))+(4 E), (10) 
(d,3)(P(Xl,XZ~X3))--t~, (11) 
where 6,a,c(, and p are operation symbols with rank 3,2,0, and 0, respectively. 
Actually, this formalization is very close to the point of view taken in [6] on attribute 
grammars. 
In the third step, we replace the signature that represents the abstract syntax by an 
arbitrary ranked alphabet Co of input symbols. Then the nodes of the tree which 
controls the attribute evaluation are labeled by symbols of Co. Consequently, 
attributes cannot be associated any longer with nonterminals, simply because there 
are no nonterminals. Intuitively, for every node it of a tree t over C,, and for every 
attribute c there is an occurrence of c at node n with corresponding semantic rule. 
In the fourth step, we require that the semantic domain is the carrier set of the initial 
term algebra, i.e., the set of trees over some alphabet d of output symbols. The 
operations on the semantic domain are the top-concatenations, which are canonical 
generalizations of the successor function for natural numbers (cf. [14]). 
The formalism resulting from these four steps is the concept of attributed tree 
transducer as introduced in [17]. Let us summarize and complete the list of compon- 
ents of this concept. An attributed tree transducer M consists of a set Att of attributes 
that is partitioned into synthesized and inherited attributes, a sequence (C,, C1, . . . , C,) 
of ranked alphabets of input symbols, where r equals the number of inherited 
attributes, a ranked alphabet d of output symbols, and a finite set of semantic rules. 
The left-hand side of a rule has one of the two forms (a, E)((T(x~, . . . . x,)) or 
(b,i)(a(x,, . . . . x,)) for some in ( 1, . . , WI}, where a and b are synthesized and inherited 
attributes, respectively. The right-hand side of a semantic rule is a tree over d and 
attribute occurrences of the form either (c, i) with some synthesized attribute c and 
iE{ 1, . . . . nt}, or (c, E) with some inherited attribute c. 
For a derivation, we fix some order on the set of inherited attributes and associate, 
by means of the root function, with the ith inherited attribute a tree over Ci. Starting 
from a tree to over ZO, a sentential form @ in the derivation of M is a tree over output 
symbols and constructs of the form (c, w), where c is an attribute and w is a path 
leading from the root oft, to node n, oft, (possibly w is the empty word denoting the 
root of to). As for replacing a construct (c, w) occurring in @ we have to distinguish 
three different cases. First, if c is a synthesized attribute and the subtree of to with 
root n, has the form p(sl,..., s,,,), then there is a semantic rule of the form 
(c, &)(p(xI , . . . , x,))+r in M and (c, w) is replaced by t’, where t’ is obtained from t by 
substituting every construct of the form (d, j) or (b, E) by (d, wj) and (b, w), respectively. 
Otherwise, if c is an inherited attribute, w = vi for some path u and integer i and the 
subtree of to with root n, has the form p(sl , . . . , s,,,), then there is a semantic rule of the 
form (c, i)(p(x 1, . . . , .u,))+t in M and (c, w) is replaced by t’, where t’ is obtained from r 
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by substituting every construct of the form (d,j) or (b, E) by (d, vj) and (b, u), respect- 
ively. Finally, if c is an inherited attribute and w = E, then the root function provides 
the tree which we substitute for (c, w). 
Due to the determinism and the completeness of the set of semantic rules, for every 
input tree to and every root function p, there is a unique output tree t to which 
the initial sentential form (S~“,E) is eventually rewritten (recall that Sin is the desig- 
nated synthesized attribute). Hence, M computes the tree function z(M) of type 
T(Ce) x T(C,) x ... x T(C,)+T(d) defined by s(M)(t,,, tl, . . ..t.)=t if p associ- 
ates the ith inherited attribute with the tree ti over Ci. 
We note that attributed tree transducers are very close to the so-called total 
deterministic regular tree grammars with tree-walking storage (cf. [9]). The only 
technical difference is that, in the latter systems, an inherited attribute at the jth son of 
a node n (of some input tree to) cannot read the label of n. This difference can be 
compensated by applying a relabeling to to which adds to every node the label of its 
father node. 
Now atts with externals are obtained from attributed tree transducers in the same 
way as mtts with externals are obtained from macro tree transducers: the original set 
d of output symbols is enlarged to the ranked alphabet AWE, where E is the ranked 
alphabet of external function symbols. Moreover, by means of an E-algebra E the 
external function symbols are interpreted as tree functions of trees over d. Again, 
a rewrite step of this extended model is either a rewrite step, as for usual attributed tree 
transducers, or the interpretation of an external function symbol e, provided that the 
argument trees of e are trees over d. 
From our development it should be clear that atts with externals can serve as 
formal models for the reduction semantics of AGs; from this point of view, the 
interpretation of operation symbols in semantic domains (as in usual AGs) is taken 
into account by the interpretation of external function symbols in appropriate 
algebras. 
Now we explain, on an informal level, the proof of our main result 
MT(U) = F c (HOM o1 lv-AT(U)), and we start by recalling the results of the literature 
which concern the relationship between attributed tree transducers and macro tree 
transducers. 
In [6, S] it has been proved that every absolutely noncircular attribute grammar 
(for short, ant-AG) can be transformed equivalently into a macro tree transducer. 
Thus, if ant-AG and MT denote the classes of tree functions computed by ant-AGs 
and (usual) macro tree transducers, respectively, then this transformation reads 
ant-AG s MT. In [16] this transformation was generalized to work also for (arbitrary) 
noncircular attribute grammars. For the so-called well-presented macro tree trans- 
ducers, [6] contains also a proof of the converse inclusion wp-MTcanc-AG. 
In [X] an example of a macro tree transducer which cannot be transformed into an 
ant-AG, not even into an AG, was presented. Thus, there is a gap between AG and MT. 
In [18], the two inclusions s-MTGHOMO, lv-AT and HOMol Iv-ATcMT have 
been proved, each of them by a direct construction; s-MT denotes the class of tree 
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functions computed by macro tree transducers in which every state has the same rank. 
Thus, in [ 181 the gap between AG and MT has been closed. However, these inclusions 
have never been published in English; thus, another aim of this paper is to bring this 
relationship to the attention of a wider community of researchers. 
In the present paper, we generalize both equations of [18] to the case of tree 
transducers with externals, and we formally prove the mentioned characterization of 
the class MT(U). How do we proceed? Our proof is based on four preparing steps. 
In the first step, we prove a property which holds for both concepts of tree 
transducers, i.e., for mtts with externals and atts with externals. Intuitively, the 
property says that, for every derivation of a tree transducer M, the interpretation of 
the external function symbols can be postponed until all the other usual rewriting 
steps have been performed. More precisely, 
r(M)=z(under(hil))cint(d-ext(@)) 
(cf. Lemmas 3.16 and 4.19, where under(M) denotes the tree transducer which is 
obtained from M by considering every external function symbol as an additional 
output symbol; moreover, r(M) and t(under(lll)) denote the tree functions which are 
computed by M and under(M), respectively; finally, int(d-ext(@)) is the unique 
homomorphism which interprets every external function symbol e according to the 
E-algebra Q! and every output symbol 0 of A as usual top-concatenation with cr. 
In the second step, we repeat the formal construction for the proof of the inclusion 
s-MT 2 HOM o1 lv-AT 
from [18] (cf. Theorem 5.4), and we provide an alternative proof for the inclusion 
HOMO, Iv-AT&MT 
(cf. Theorem 5. lo), which is based on the inclusion AT c MT (cf. [ 18, 6, 8, 161 for the 
origin of the construction involved in our proof) and the closure of MT under 
left-composition with HOM, i.e., HOM or MT s MT. 
By combining the results of the first two steps, we can generalize, in our third step, 
the results of [ 183 to the concepts of tree transducers with externals (cf. Lemma 5.11): 
s-MT(U)GHOMCJ, Iv-AT(U) and HOMor lv-AT(U)sMT(U). 
In the fourth preparing step, we compare the classes s-MT(U) and MT(U) of tree 
functions, which are computed by mtts with external functions from U. In the former 
class only tree transducers in which every state has the same rank are considered. Let 
F be a class of vector tree functions of type T(A)k+T(A)k+” for some k, n>O. 
Intuitively, such a function passes through every argument to the corresponding 
component of the result and adds for the new result positions some arbitrary, but 
fixed, dummy symbols. Then it is easy to prove (cf. Lemma 5.13) that 
MT(U)=Fos-MT(U) and MT(u)=F~MT(u). 
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Now the proof of the main characterization MT(U)= F o(HOM o1 lv-AT(U)) of 
mtts with externals is just an application of the results of the four preparing steps. 
As mentioned earlier in this introduction, for an operator W on the set pops, 
PRECw is a class of tree functions which is defined inductively in a similar way as the 
class PREC of primitive recursive tree functions. The proof of the second result of this 
paper (which is the equality PREC = PRECHr = PRECAr) falls into three lemmas. 
First, for every class U of tree functions, PR(U) G AT(U) (cf. Lemma 6.7). Roughly 
speaking, this lemma states that the scheme of primitive recursion can be simulated by 
an att with externals. Second, for every class U of tree functions, AT(U) c MT(U) (cf. 
Lemma 6.8). This generalizes the result of [16] from attribute grammars to atts with 
externals. Third, we can apply a result of [14] to show that MT(PREC) c PREC, i.e., 
PREC is closed under the operator MT. 
This paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 contains preliminaries, 
including notations, which may be skipped on first reading. In Sections 3 and 4 the 
concepts of mtts with externals and atts with externals are introduced formally and 
the mentioned basic property of such tree transducers is shown. Section 5 deals with 
the two inclusions s-MTG HOM c1 Iv-AT and HOM o1 lv-AT c MT and their exten- 
sions to tree transducers with externals. Here the characterization of MT(U) is 
proved. In Section 6 we consider mtts with externals and atts with externals as 
operators on classes of tree functions. By means of these operators we define 
two classes PRECMr and PRECAT of tree functions and prove the equality 
PREC,, = PRECAT = PREC. Finally, in Section 7 we provide some concluding 
remarks and discuss some further research topics. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we discuss some general notions. In order to make this paper 
self-contained, the concepts of ranked alphabets, trees, and tree functions are recalled, 
and the concept of one-composition of tree functions is introduced. Moreover, we 
repeat the definitions of algebra, homomorphism, and interpretation determined by 
an algebra. Finally, we describe the principle of proof by simultaneous induction. 
Genual notions 
The empty set is denoted by 8. Let Si and S2 be sets. If S1 is a subset of SZ, then this 
fact is denoted by Si E S2, and if S1 is a proper subset of S2, then we write Si s Sz. 
Moreover, S1 x SZ denotes the Cartesian product of Si and S1, and S,\S2 means the 
difference between S1 and SZ. N denotes the set { 1,2, . . > of natural numbers. For 
every m30, the set { 1, . . . , m> is denoted by [rn] and, for every n, m30, the set 
{n, , m} is abbreviated by [n, m]. Besides, N* is the free monoid generated by N with 
the empty word E as identity. 
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In this paper we use two types of variables, namely, the countably infinite sets 
X=(x1,x*,... > and Y=(Y,,Yz, . . . } of sets of (input) variables and of (formal) pava- 
meters, respectively. For n>,O, we put Xn={xl ,..., x,} and Y,,={yl ,..., y,}. 
Often we use an abbreviation for the substitution of strings as follows. Let u be 
a string and let, for some n30, ul, . , u, and ul, . . . , v, be two lists of strings such that 
no string occurs twice in the first list. If the strings u 1, . . , u, occur in v without any 
overlapping, then v[ul /ul,. , u,/u,] is the string obtained from u by replacing Ui by Ui 
for every iE[n]. 
Let n>, 1 and, for every i~[n], let Si be a set. A relation is a subset Y cS, x ... x S,. If 
n=2, then r is called a binary relation. If S=S, = Sz, then r is said to be a binary 
relation on S. The fact that a relation SG S1 x S2 is a total function is denoted by 
f: S1 +Sz; the range off is denoted by range (f). 
Now we recall some notations and properties of relations. Let * be a binary 
relation on a set S. Then, for every i>,O, ji denotes the i-fold composition of =P, =z-’ 
denotes the transitive closure of +, and a* denotes the reflexive and transitive 
closure of 3. Instead of writing (sl, S~)E =E- we use the infix notation and write s1 *s2. 
Let SES. If there is no S’ES such that s=z-s’, then s is an *-normal form (“arrow 
normal form”). Ifs is an *-normal form and, for some YES, t**s then s is called an 
*-normalform oft. Moreover, for every n> 1, a sequence (sl, . . ..s.)ES” with SiJSi+l, 
for every i~[n- 11, is called a derivation sequence of =z-. We also consider injnite 
deriz;ution sequences denoted by (sl, s2, sj, . . .). 
Furthermore, we say that 
(a) * is confluent if, for every s,sl,s2~S, it holds that, if s**sl and s** s2, then 
there is an S’ES such that s1 +* s’ and s2 a* s’. 
(b) * is locally confluent if, for every s,s1,s2~S, it holds that, if s-s1 and s=s2, 
then there is an S’ES such that s1 a* s’ and s2 =j* s’. 
(c) * is noetherian if, there are no infinite derivation sequences of a, i.e., derivation 
sequences of the form s1=z-s2+s3.... 
Finally, we recall two results presented in [22]. Let =j be a relation on a set S. If 
3 is noetherian and locally confluent, then * is confluent (see [22, Lemma 2.4, p. 
8001). Besides, if 5 is confluent, then the normal form of any element, if it exists, is 
unique (see [22, Lemma 2.2, p. 8003). Clearly, if = is confluent and noetherian, then, 
for every SES, there is exactly one a-normal form of s. 
Ranked alphabets, trees, tree functions and one-composition of tree functions 
A ranked set Q is a (possibly infinite) set of symbols in which with every symbol 
D a nonnegative integer is associated, which is called the rank of a and which is 
denoted by rank n(a). For every n >, 0, SZ(“) denotes the set of symbols a of Q such that 
rank,(a) = n. The fact that rank &a) = n will be abbreviated as a(“). In the rest of this 
paper, for technical reasons, we fix a countably infinite ranked set 52 such that, for 
every n30, there are infinitely many symbols in 52 w’ Finally, a ranked alphabet C is .
a finite subset of Q where ranks are taken over from 8. 
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Let [C] and [A] denote the sequences (C,, .., 1,) and (A,, . A,), 
A,, . . ., A, for some m, n 30. Then [C, A] denotes the 
sequence (C,, . . , C,, A,, . A,,). 
. , t,E T. 
T(lZ) (8) is abbreviated as T(Z7). If [II] =(n,, . . , LT,) is a sequence of ranked 
sets, then T([l7]) denotes the Cartesian product T(L’,) x ... x T(Il,); thus, 
T([nfl])=(T(I7))” for every ~130. Note that T([OI7])={( )}. Finally, for 
tET(n)(S), the set sub(t) of subtrees of t and the height k(t) of t are defined by 
induction as follows: 
(i) Let teSuZ7(‘). Th en sub(t)= {t} and k(t)=O. 
(ii) Let Ann, for some integer n>O, and let tI, ., t,ET(IZ)(S). Then we 
have sub(o(t,, . . ..t.))=(U{sub(t,)li~[n]})u{a(t~, . . ..t.)} and k(a(tl, . . ..t.)) 
= 1 +max{k(ti)Ji~[n]}. 
Let n 3 0 and let [C] = (C, , . . , C,) be a sequence of ranked alphabets. Then we call 
every function f: T( [Z])-T(Q) a tree function. The class of tree functions with 
domain T( [Cl) is denoted by Ops([C]). For some n 30, the class of tree functions 
with n arguments is abbreviated as Ops,, while the class of all tree functions is denoted 
by Ops. Moreover, the class of all classes of tree functions is denoted by pops. Besides 
these tree functions, we use functions which compute a vector of trees instead of 
a single tree. More formally, let ma0 and let [C] be the above sequence of ranked 
alphabets. Then we call a function f: T( [C] ) + T( [mQ] ) an m-vector tree ,function. 
Let r>O, let k, m> 1, and let [C] =(Z1, . . . . C,) and [A] =(Al, . . . . Ak) be two se- 
quences of ranked alphabets. Let g: T( [Cl) + T( [kQ]> be a k-vector tree function 
such that range(g)sT( [A]) and let f: T( [A])-T([mQ]) be an m-vector tree 
function. The composition qf g with f is the m-vector tree function 
g 01’: T( CC]) -+ T( [mQ] ) defined as follows: for every (tl , . . . , t,)E T( CC] ), 
(9”.f)@l> . . ..c.)=f‘(g(t 1, . , t,)). For two classes C and D of vector tree functions, C 0 D 
denotes the class of compositions of a function from C with functions from D, i.e., 
CoD={gof’(gEC andJiD}. 
Next we define a special composition between two tree functions. Let C and 
C1, . . . . C, be ranked alphabets with n3 1. Moreover, let f: T(Z)-+ T(Q) 
and g: T( (C,, , Z,)) + T(R) be tree functions such that range(f‘) G T( Cl >. 
The one-composition of ,f and g, denoted by f al g, is the tree function with 
domain T((C,Z‘,, . . . . C,)) such that, for every (t, rz, . . ., r,)ET((C, C,, . . . , C,)), 
(f~~g)(t,r,,...,r,)=g(f(t),r,,...,r,). 
The one-composition has the following associativity property. Let C, A, rl, . . . , r,, 
with n31, be ranked alphabets and let f: T(C)+T(Q), g: T(A)+T(R), and 
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h: T((T I, . . ..r.))+T(SZ) be tree functions such that range(f)ET(A) and 
range(g)s T(T,). Then one can easily see that (folg)cl h=fol (goI h). 
Let C E Ops, and D G Ops\OpsO be two classes of tree functions. Then we define 
CllD as the class (f~~g[f~C and gED). 
In case of tree functions, the straightforward generalization of the successor func- 
tion for natural numbers is the top-concatenation for trees. For the definition of 
top-concatenation, let o~S2’~’ for some k 3 0, and let [I] = (C,, . . . ,zk) be a sequence of 
ranked alphabets. Then the tree function top( [Cl, a) : T( [C] ) + T(Q), defined by 
(i) if k=O, then top([C],a)=a, and 
(ii) if k>l, then for every tiGT(Ci), with ie[k], top([~],a)(t,,...,tk)= 
@,,...,tk), 
is called top-concatenation. The class of top-concatenations is denoted by TOP. 
For the isolation of subtrees in term rewriting processes we need the concept of the 
set of paths in a tree and of the label function. Therefore, let tE T(Z)(S), where C is an 
arbitrary ranked set and S is an arbitrary set. The set ofpaths in t, denoted by path(t), 
is defined as a subset of N* in the following way: 
(i) Let ~ESUC’~‘. Then path(r)= {E}. 
(ii) Let DEE(“), for some n30, and let t 1, . . . . t&T(C)(S). Then path@@,, . . . . tJ)= 
{ul u=iw for some iE[n] and wEpath(ti)}u{E}. 
Moreover, for every path w in t, we define the function Ib,(w):path(t)-+ZuS, called 
/abeIfunction, determining the label of the node reached by w in t. 
(i) If tGSuC(“, then we should have W=E and in this case lb,(w)= t. 
(ii) Ift=o(t,,..., tn),forsomen31 andaez (‘) then we define lb,(w) = v if w = E, and ,
Ib,(w)=lb,,(u) if w=i~ for some i~[n] and OEN*. 
Algebras, homomorphisms, and interpretations 
Let Z be a ranked alphabet and let A be a nonempty set. Moreover, let n 3 1 and set 
A”= A x ... x A with n times A. A C-algebra with carrier set A is a tuple ‘$I = (A;cc), 
where CI is a function, called interpretation function of2l, such that 
(i) for every symbol GEE(O), ~(a) is an element of A, and 
(ii) for every symbol (TEL(“), with n3 1, a(a) is a mapping from A” to A. 
The class of all C-algebras is denoted by Alg,. 
Let 2l= (A;@) and B= (B; 0) be two C-algebras. A mapping h: A+B is called 
homomorphism from 91 to 23 if the following two conditions hold: 
(i) h(a(o))=/?(a), for every ~EC’O’. 
(ii) h(cl(a)(a ,, . . . . a,l))=j3(q)(h(a,), . . . . h(a,,)), for every ~~29, with n> 1 and 
a1 ,..., a,,EA. 
If h is a bijection, then h is called isomorphism between 2I and 23. 
Let T,= (T(Z);a,) be the Z-algebra with 
(i) a=(~)=g, for every OEC”‘, and 
(ii) a&N I, . . . . t,r)=o(tl, . . . . t,), for every FEZ’“‘, n3 1, and tl, .,., ~,ET(C). 
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Then Tz, which is called C tree algebra, is the initial C-algebra (in Alg.). It is well 
known that for every C-algebra 2I there is exactly one homomorphism from Tz to 9I. 
Let C be a ranked alphabet and let 9l be a Z-algebra. The interpretation determined 
by 91, denoted by int()lr), is the unique homomorphism from the initial C-algebra TX to 
2l. Let U be a class of tree functions; i.e., U c Ops. Then INT(U) = (int(2I) 1 C and A 
are ranked alphabets and Yl= (T(A); x) is a C-algebra such that range(a) G U}. 
Let E and A be ranked alphabets with EnA=@. Further, let E= (T(A);y) be an 
E-algebra. The A-extension of (2, denoted by A-ext(C), is the (EuA)-algebra 
(T(A); 4) defined by 
(a) +(e)=?(e), for every eeE, and 
(b) $(6)=top([mA],6), for every fi~A(“‘) for some m30. 
Principle of proof by simultaneous induction 
Let Q and P be two predicates which range over u { T(C)“‘I m30) and T(Z), 
respectively. Q and P are said to be proaed by simultaneous induction if (a) and (b) are 
proved. 
(a) For every ~180, FEZ’“‘, and sir . . . . s,ET(Z) if Q((si, . . . . s,)) holds, then 
P(o(s i, . . ..s.)) holds. 
(b) For every m>O and si, . . . . S,E T( I), if P(sl) and P(s2) and . . . and P(s,) hold, 
then Q((si, . , s,)) holds. 
It is easy to see that if P and Q are proved by simultaneous induction, then for every 
s,st, . . . . s,ET(C), withm30, P(s)and Q(s i, . . . . s,) hold. In fact, the above induction 
principle is just a special case of the ordinary induction principle for trees over 
a many-sorted alphabet (see [21] and [S, Theorem 6.51). For this point see the 
discussion in [13, Section 2.51. 
3. Macro tree transducers with external functions 
In this section the concept of a macro tree transducer with external functions (or mtt 
with externals, for short) and the class of tree functions computed by mtts with 
externals are defined formally. Moreover, we state a basic property of mtts with 
externals (cf. Lemma 3.16) and conclude from it a connection between the class of tree 
functions computed by mtts with externals and the class of tree functions computed by 
macro tree transducers (cf. Theorem 3.17). Finally, we discuss the connection between 
particular instances of mtts with externals and modular tree transducers [14]. The 
particular instances are obtained by interpreting the external function symbols by 
functions which are computed by mtts with externals. In fact, if this interpretation is 
iterated in an obvious way, then the resulting tree transducers compute the same class 
of tree functions as modular tree transducers. But now let us formalize the general 
concept of mtt with externals. 
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The rules of an mtt with externals have a special form. Since their right-hand sides 
are a bit complicated, we define them separately. Building up the right-hand side for 
a rule of an mtt with externals, we may use output symbols, external function symbols, 
formal parameters y, , . . , y,, for some n 3 0, and constructs like q(xi, c,, . . . , &), where 
q is a state and XiEX,; m and n are determined by the left-hand side of the rule. 
Besides, the arguments <r, . . . . tk of q in q(xi, rr, . . . . &) may again contain all the 
mentioned constructs. Thus, for instance, nested states may occur which correspond 
to nested procedure calls in programming languages. 
3.1. Definition. Let Q, d, and E be ranked alphabets and let m, n 3 0. 
The set of right-hand sides over Q, A, and E with m variables and n parameters, 
denoted by RHS(Q, A, E,m, n), is the smallest set rhsc T(QuAuE)(X,u Y,) 
satisfying the following four conditions: 
(i) yErhs, for every y~y,; 
(ii) S(s’r, . . . . &)Erhs, for every SE ACk’, with k>O and tl, . . ..tkgrhs. 
(iii) e(tr, . . . . tk)Erhs, for every eEECk’, with k30 and <r, . . ..rk~rhs. 
(iv) 4(xi,tl, . . . . &)ErhS, for every qEQCk+“, with k>O, XiEX, and <r,..,,&~rhs. 
Having this definition of right-hand sides for an mtt with externals, we now define 
the syntax of the whole system. 
3.2. Definition. An mtt with externuls is a tuple M =(Q, [Z], A, qin, (E, (I?), R), where 
(a) Q is the ranked alphabet of states such that every state has rank at least 1; 
(b) [C] =(CO, . . . , C,) is the sequence of ranked alphabets of input symbols, with 
r30; 
(c) A is the ranked alphabet of output symbols with ZiC A, for every &CO, r]; 
(d) qi”gQ is the initial state with ranko(qi,)=r+ 1; 
(e) E is the ranked alphabet of external fincrion symbols and CZ = ( T(A);?) is an 
E-algebra; 
(f) the sets Q, A, and E are pairwise disjoint; and 
(g) R is the finite set of rules such that, for every qEQ(““), with nZ0, and for every 
a~Zb”‘, with m30, there is exactly one rule of the form 
4(4x, , . . ..&J.Yl, . . ..Yn)-G 
in R, where <ERHS(Q, A, E,m, n). 
In the next remark some denotations for mtts with externals are introduced. 
3.3. Remark. Let M =(Q,[Z], A,qin,(E,~), R) be an mtt with externals, let 
[Z]=(C,,...,C,), for some r>O, and let @=(T(A);y). 
(a) M is called (r + l)-ary, because the initial state of M has rank (r + 1). If we want 
to specify the sequence of ranked alphabets of input symbols, then we also write M as 
(Q,(~,,...,C,),A,qi",(E,~),R). 
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(b) The rule q(a(xl) . . . ,x,), y,, .., y,,)-5 of M is also called 
o-rule of M. 
the (q,a)-rule or a 
(c) An mtt with externals can be called total deterministic (in the sense of [ 13]), 
because, for every state qEQ and input symbol adz,, there is exactly one (q,a)-rule 
in M. 
(d) The external function symbols belonging to E are interpreted by the E-algebra 
Q as functions, which are also called external functions. 
(e) Let U be a class of tree functions, i.e., U ~0~s. Then M is called mtt with 
externals j&m U if range(y) C U. 
In order to illustrate the previous definition, we provide an example M of an mtt 
with externals (cf. [14, Example 3.81). M realizes the binary operation “equal” which 
takes two trees over the ranked alphabet {(T@), CC(‘)} as arguments and delivers the 
symbol TRUE as result if the arguments are equal, and the symbol FALSE otherwise. 
For this purpose, M has one state “equal” and three groups of external functions 
which have the following intention. For a binary tree, the unary functions “sel, ” and 
“sel, ” select the first and the second subtree, respectively. Moreover, the unary 
functions “top-cc” and “top-a” check whether the root of their arguments are labeled 
by r and g, respectively. Finally, the ternary function “if” realizes the usual if-then-else 
operation. 
3.4. Example. We define the 2-ary mtt M with externals as the tuple ({equalC2’}, 
(C, Z), A, equal, (E, Ct), R), where C = {gC2’, CC(‘)}, A = Cu{ TRUE”‘, FALSE”’ 1, 
and E = {sel:“, sel:“, top-cc”‘, top-o”‘, ift3’}. Furthermore, @= (T(A); y), where 
‘/ is defined by conditions (a), (b), and (c). 
(a) For every teT(A) and iE[2], 
y(Sdi)(t) = 
ti if t=a(tl,tz) for some tI,t2ET(d), 
FALSE otherwise. 
(b) For every teT(d), 
y(top-a)(t) = 
TRUE if t=o(tl,t2) for some tl,tzsT(d), 
FALSE otherwise. 
y(top-x)(t) = 
TRUE if t=r, 
FALSE otherwise. 
(c) Moreover, for every t, tl, t2E T(d), 
t1 if t = TRUE, 
y(if)(r, rl, tl)= t2 if t = FALSE, 
FALSE otherwise. 
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Finally, the set of rules R consists of the following two rules: 
~if(top-~(y,),if(equal(x,,sel,(y,)),equal(x,,sel,(y,)),FALSE), FALSE), 
As special instances of mtts with externals we define macro tree transducers, 
top-down tree transducers, and homomorphism tree transducers. 
3.5. Definition. (a) Let M =(Q, [Cl, A, qin, (E, Cl?), R) be an mtt with externals. If E =8, 
then M is a macro tree transducer. In this case, M is also denoted by the tuple 
(Q, CC12 A, qint RI 
(b) Let M =(Q, [C], A,qi,, R) be a macro tree transducer. If every state of M has 
rank one, then M is a top-down tree transducer. Then [C] =(C,) and we identify (C,) 
with its only component. 
(c) Let M = (Q, C,,, A, qin, R) be a top-down tree transducer. If M has exactly one 
state, then M is a homomorphism tree transducer. 
Our next aim is to define the tree function which is computed by an mtt M with 
externals. For this purpose, we define a binary relation called the derivation relation 
induced by M. As a preparation, we introduce the set of sentential forms that will be 
the underlying set of this binary relation. 
3.6. Definition. Let Q, C, A, and E be ranked alphabets. The set of sentential forms 
over Q, C, A, and E, denoted by SF(Q,C, A, E), is the smallest set sfc T(QvCvAuE) 
satisfying the following three conditions: 
(i) a@,, . . . . tk)Esf, for every SE ACk), with k>O, and for every t,, . . ..tk~sf. 
(ii) e(tl, . . . . t,)Esf, for every eEEck’, with k>O, and for every t,, . ..) tk6sf; 
iii) q(s,tl,...,tk)Esf,foreveryqEQck+”, 
t1(“’ 
with k 3 0, for every SE T(C), and for every 
, . . . . t&sf. 
3.7. Remark. Let M = (Q, (C,, . . , C,.), A, qin, (E, @), R) be an mtt with externals. We 
call a sentential form qin(S, tl, . .., t,), for some (s, tl, . . . . t,.)ET((CO, . . . . C,)), an initial 
sentential form of M. 
In the derivation relation of an mtt M with externals we distinguish two cases. 
Namely, either an occurrence of the left-hand side of a rule of M is replaced by the 
corresponding right-hand side and the actual values are substituted for the variables 
and parameters, or an external function symbol of M is interpreted as an external 
function (see Remark 3.3(d)). 
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3.8. Definition. Let A4 = (Q, (Z:,, . , C,.), A, qin, (E, %), R) be an mtt with externals and 
let G=(T(d);y). 
(4 
(b) 
The derivation relation of M, denoted by sM, is a binary relation on 
SF(Q, CO, A, E) defined by the following condition. For every 
@, Y~SF<Q,~,,A,E), @=-M Y if and only if either (1) or (2) holds. 
(1) There is a rule in R of the form q(o(x,, . . . . x,),yl, . . . . y,)+c, there is 
a ~~ET<Qu&uAuE)({z)) in which z occurs exactly once, there are 
sr, . . . . s,ET(C~), and there are trees tl ,..., t,ESF(Q,C,,A,E), such that 
we have @=B[z/q(a(sl, . . . . s,), tl, . . . . t,)] and Y=~[z/~[x,/s~, . . . . x,/s,, 
YIltI,....Ynltnll. 
(2) There is a ~~T(QuC,uAuE)({z)) in which z occurs exactly once, 
there is an ~EE’~‘, for some k>O, and there are tl,...,tkET(A), such that 
@=/3[z/e(tl, . . . . tk)] and Y=p[z/y(e)(t,, . . . . tk)]. 
In (al) and (a2) we call the particular subtrees q(a(sl, . . . . s,), tl, . . . . t,) and 
e(t,, .f., tk), respectively, the subexpression of @ to be derived in CD J,,,, Y. Besides, 
S[x,/s,, . . . . .x,/~,,y~/t~, . . . . yJt,] and y(e)(tl, . . . . tk), respectively, are called 
the derived subexpressions in @+,M Y. 
3.4. Example (continued). Let us now consider some steps of a derivation sequence 
starting from the initial sentential form equal(o(g, c(), CC) (Fig. 1). 
=%I* 
FALSE 
Fig. I. 
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In fact, it can easily be proved that, for every tl, t2~T(Z), there is exactly one 
*,-normal form of equal(t,, t2); more precisely, 
(a) equal(t,, t,)=%TRUE if and only if t1 = tZ; and 
(b) equal(t,, tz) asFALSE if and only if I~ # r2. 
Next we prove that, for every mtt M with externals, aili is locally confluent and 
noetherian. Consequently, aM is confluent and noetherian and, hence, every senten- 
tial form has a unique aM- normal form. Moreover, since no derivation of M can 
block, because of lack of rules, =,w-normal forms are trees over the output symbols of 
M. These observations will be the basis of the definition of the function z(M) which is 
computed by M(cf. Definition 3.13). In the following three lemmas we prove the 
described properties of Jo. 
3.9. Lemma. For every mtt M with externals, -M is locally conjuent. 
Proof. Let M be an mtt with externals and let R be the set of rules of M. First observe 
that the interpretation of the external function symbols (cf. Definition 3.8(2)) can be 
viewed as an infinite ground term rewriting system over EuA with the set 
RE={e(tl, . . . . t,)-+y(e)(tl, . . . . t,)\eeE(“) and t,, ,.., t,ET<d)} of rules. Then, 
aM= aR., with R’=RuR,, where the derivation relation aR. is defined in an 
obvious way. 
Now, by Lemma 3.1 of [22], aR. is locally confluent, because, for every critical pair 
P, Q of R’, there is a sentential form U such that P a$ U and Q *$ U. In fact, in 
R’ there are no two rules with nonvariable overlapping of left-hand sides and, 
hence, there are no critical pairs in R’. Thus, we can conclude that aM is locally 
confluent. 0 
One could imagine that there are arbitrarily long derivation sequences of the 
derivation relation of an mtt M with externals, obtained by repeatedly nesting states. 
Whereas the height of one of the involved input subtrees always decreases whenever 
a rule is applied, a lot of copies of the subtrees may occur in the resulting tree. But the 
following lemma shows that, for a given sentential form @, there is a bound on the 
length of the derivation sequences of aM starting from @. 
3.10. Lemma. For every mtt M with externals, *M is noetherian. 
Proof. Let M =(Q,(Z,, . . . . Z,), A, qi”,(E,~), R) be an mtt with externals and let 
Q= (T(A); 7). We prove that, for every @eSF(Q, Co, A, E), there is a bound on the 
length of derivation sequences of * M starting from @. In order to show this, we first 
prove the following two statements by simultaneous induction (see Section 2). 
(1) For every seT(C,) and for every qEQ(“‘l), with n30, there is a function 
B~,~: N”-+N such that, for every t,, . . . . t,ESF(Q, Co, A, E), the following implication 
holds: if, for every is[n], there is a ci~tV such that the derivation sequences of 
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sM starting from fi are not longer than Ci, then the derivation sequences of aM start- 
ing from q(s,tl, . . . . t,) are not longer than gq,s(cl, . .., c,). 
(2) For every ~=(~~,...,s,)~T([mc~]), with ~130, and for every 
~ERHS(Q, d, E,m, n), with n30, there is a function g,,,t: N”+tV such that, for every 
tl, . , t,ESF(Q, ,X0, A, E), the following implication holds: if, for every i~[n], there 
is a ciEN such that the derivation sequences of aM starting from ti are not longer 
than Ci, then the derivation sequences of +M starting from the sentential form t[xI/s,, 
.‘.) x,/s,, y,/tl, . . . . y,Jt,,] are not longer than gn,,(cIr . . . . c,). 
Following Section 2, we have a predicate P of JET, defined by (1) (dropping 
the quantification of s), and a predicate Q of n = (sl, . , S,)E T(C,)“, defined by (2) 
(dropping the quantification of 7~). We have to prove (a) and (b) where, roughly 
speaking, (a) is the implication “Q((s,, . , s,))*P(o(sl , . , s,))” and (b) is the implica- 
tion “P(s,) and P(sz) and . . . and P(s,)=>Q((sl, . . . ,s,))“. 
The proofs of (a) and (b) are exactly the same as that of the corresponding 
implications in the proof of Theorem 3.11 in [13], except for those two cases in (b) in 
which external function symbols occur. In the induction base, for t = e, with e6 E(O), we 
set gn.t(cl, . . . . c,) = 1, and in the induction step, for t = e(ll, . , I$), with eeECk) and 
k3 1, we set g&cl, . . . . c,)= 1 +xfEI grr,s,(cl, . . . . c,). 
By the remark made in Section 2 concerning the proof by simultaneous induction, 
statements (1) and (2) are now proved. Hence, by (2), our theorem is also proved, 
because every sentential form @ESF(Q,C,,~,E) can be written in the form 
tCx,ls1, ..‘> x,/s,], where tERHS(Q,d,E,m,O), ma0 and (sl, . . . . s,,,)ET(C~)~. 0 
3.11. Lemma. For every mtt M with externals, aM is confluent. 
As a consequence of the previous two lemmas we obtain the uniqueness of normal 
forms. 
3.12. Lemma. Let M=(Q,(C,, . . . . C,), A, qin, (E, @), R) he an mtt with externals. Then, 
for every (s, tl, . . . . t,)ET((Co, . . . . C,)), there is exactly one aM-normal form 
tgSF(Q,Co, A,E) suck that qin(S,tl, . . . . t,)+$t. Moreover, tcT(A). 
Proof. The existence of an *,-normal form t follows from Lemma 3.10 while the 
uniqueness of t is a consequence of Lemma 3.11. Finally, t should be in T(A), 
otherwise it cannot be an +,-normal form. 0 
Next we define the tree function which is computed by an mtt with externals. 
3.13. Definition. Let M =(Q,(C,, . . . . ,?I,), A, qin, (E, @), R) be an mtt with externals. 
The tree function computed by M is s(M): T((C,, . , C,.)) + T(A), where we define 
z(M)(s, tl, . . . . t,)=t if and only if qin(S, tl, . . . . t,.)*&t. 
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3.14. Remark. Let U be a class of tree functions. Then we denote by MT(U) the class 
of tree functions computed by mtts with externals from U. Moreover, MT, T, and 
HOM denote the class of tree functions computed by macro tree transducers, 
top-down tree transducers, and homomorphism tree transducers, respectively. 
3.4. Example (continued). Obviously, M computes the following tree function: for 
every tl, t2ET(Z), 
W)(t,> tz) = 
TRUE if tl =tZ, 
FALSE otherwise. 
Now we develop a connection between the class of tree functions computed by mtts 
with externals and the class of tree functions computed by macro tree transducers. As 
a preparation, for an arbitrary mtt M with externals, we state a property which, 
roughly speaking, says the following. For every initial sentential form [ of M there is 
a derivation sequence of aM, which starts from c, and which ends with the dM- 
normal form of [, and which can be divided into two parts: in the first part every 
derivation step is the application of a (4, o)-rule of M and in the second part every 
derivation step interprets an external function symbol. 
In order to formalize this property, with every mtt M with externals we associate 
a macro tree transducer under(M), which is called the macro tree transducer underly- 
ing M. Informally, under(M) arises from M by viewing its external function symbols 
as additional output symbols. 
3.15. Definition. Let M = (Q, [C], A, qin, (E, @), R) be an mtt with externals. The macro 
tree transducer underlying M, denoted by under(M), is the macro tree transducer 
(Q> [Xl, AwE, qin, RI. 
Now, for an mtt M = (Q, [Cl, A, qin, (E, C5), R) with externals, the existence of deriv- 
ations which can be divided into two parts, can be formalized by characterizing s(M) 
by the composition r(under(M))oint(A-ext(@)): disregarding the particular meaning 
of external function symbols, the first part can be performed by under(M), while the 
successive evaluation of external function symbols can be simulated by the application 
of the homomorphism int(A-ext(G!)). Recall from Section 2 that A-ext(&) and int(A- 
ext(@)) denote the A-extension of @ and the homomorphism from the EuA tree 
algebra to A-ext(@), respectively. 
3.16. Lemma. Let M =(Q,(Z,, . . . . C,), A, qin, (E, Q), R) be an mtt with externals and let 
(5 = (T(A); y). Then we have T(M) = z(under(M))o int(A-ext(@)). 
Proof. We abbreviate under(M) and int(A-ext(Q)) as M’ and h, respectively. Since 
z(M), z(M’), and h are total functions, it is sufficient to prove that, for every 
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6, t 1, . . . . t,)ET((C,,, . . . . C,)), it holds that if, for some teT(d), z(M)(s,t,, . . . . t,)=t, 
then (r(M’)O k)(s,t,, . . . . t,)=t. 
TO this end, let to T(A) such that qin(S, t 1, . . . , tr) a$ t. We shall construct a deriv- 
ation sequence (~‘l,...,~n+l)~SF(Q,Co,A,E)“‘l of =E-~ with n>l, such that 
@l=Yi~~(~~~l~~~~~~r)~ @n+l= 2 t and the following conditions hold: 
There is aj> 1 such that the subexpressions to be derived in the derivation sequence 
(@i, . . . . @j) have the form q’(s,[,, . . . . cp), for some state q’EQlp+l), ~20, seT(C,), 
and ii, . . . . [,ESF(Q.C,, A, E). Moreover, the subexpressions to be derived in 
the derivation sequence (@j+ i, . . . . @,,+ 1) are of the form e(s,, . . . . s,,,), for some 
e~E’“‘,m30, and s,, . . . . s,ET(A). 
After having constructed this derivation sequence of aM, we can finish the proof of 
our lemma by the following argumentation: since @j+ 1 E T(EuA) and =-Ms is 
confluent and noetherian, we have r(M’)(s, tl, . . , t,) = ~j+ 1. By definition, for every 
eEE@), m>O, and sl, . . . . s,~T(d), y(e)(s 1, . . . , S,)E T(A). Consequently, for every 
@, Y’ET(AuE), with @*z Y, for some m 20, the following holds: k(G) = k(Y). 
Therefore, k(@j+,)=k(@,+,)=k(t)=t and, thus, (T(M’)Ok)(s,tl,...,t,)=t. 
Now we construct our derivation sequence (@i, . . . . Gn+ i) of aM. Since *M9 is 
noetherian, there is an d,,-normal form @E T(AuE) of qi”(S, tl, . . , t,.). Consequen- 
tly, for some j> 1, there is a derivation sequence (@i, . . . . ~j+ 1) of *Mz such 
that @r = qin(S, t,, . . . , t,) and ~j+ 1 = @. Obviously, (@i, . , ~j+ 1) is also a derivation 
sequence of aM. If Gj+ 1 E T(A), then Qj+ 1 = t, because dM is confluent and t is the 
unique =>,-normal form of qin(S, ti, . . . . t,). In this case n=j. Otherwise, if 
Qj+ 1 I$ T(A), then there is a k 3 1 and there is a derivation sequence (~j+ 1, . . , @j+ 1 +k) 
of +M such that ~j+ 1 +k = , t because -M is confluent and t is the unique aM-normal 
form Of qin(S, tl, . . . . t,). Moreover, since ~j+ 1 E T( Au@, in each step of the derivation 
Sequence(~j+l,...,~j+l+k) we evaluate only external function symbols. Now n = j + k 
and thus we have constructed the desired derivation sequence of =E-~ starting from 
qi,(s, t 1, . , t,) and ending with t. I7 
In the following lemma we prove a similar property for the class of tree functions 
computed by mtts with externals. This yields a connection between MT(U) and MT. 
3.17. Theorem. Let U be a class of tree functions. If TOP5 U, then 
MT(U)sMToINT(U). 
Proof. Let M =(Q, [I], A, qin, (E, @), R) be an mtt with externals and let 
E = (T(A); y) such that range(y) c U. Moreover, let A-ext(E) = (T(A); 4). Since 
TOP c U, we obtain range( U; hence, int(A-ext(e)) is in INT(U). Moreover, 
by Lemma 3.16, r(M)=r(under(M))aint(A-ext(E)) and, thus, we have MT(U)g 
MT 0 INT( U). 0 
Finally, we discuss the connection between modular tree transducers [14] and mtts 
with externals. Modular tree transducers can be considered as particular mtts with 
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externals: a modular tree transducer is an mtt with externals in which the external 
function symbols are interpreted by tree functions which are again computed by mtts 
with externals. This iterated interpretation of external function symbols can be 
integrated into one system as follows. If an external function symbol e of an mtt 
M with externals is interpreted by another mtt M’ with externals (having the same 
output symbols as M), then, in every rule of M, e is replaced by the initial state of M’; 
moreover, the rules of M’ are added to M. In this case, the rules of M’ in the resulting 
tree transducer M” can be viewed as a module in the common sense while the rules of 
M form the main module of M”. Of course, M” may contain further external function 
symbols. Thus, we can iterate this interpretation process until, in the final step, we 
interpret all external function symbols by a usual macro tree transducer. We mention 
that modular tree transducers compute exactly the class of primitive recursive tree 
functions [ 141. 
4. Attributed tree transducers with external functions 
This section starts with the definition of the attributed tree transducer with external 
functions (or art with externals, for short). Then, in a natural way, we introduce the 
concept of the noncircular att with externals and define the tree function induced by it. 
Afterwards, we discuss a basic property of noncircular atts with externals (cf. Lemma 
4.15) and derive a connection between the class of tree functions computed by them 
and the class of tree functions computed by noncircular attributed tree transducers (cf. 
Theorem 4.16). Actually, the property and the connection are an analogue to the 
matter discussed in Lemma 3.16 and Theorem 3.17 for mtts with externals and macro 
tree transducers. Finally, the concept of one-visit atts with externals is introduced. 
Intuitively, an att with externals is defined as a kind of rewriting system, which has 
rewriting rules (or rules, for short). Every rule has a special form. Namely, the 
left-hand side of a rule has the form either as (a, E)(c(x~, . . ., xk)) or as 
@,j)(o(x,,..., xk)), where CT is an input symbol of rank k and a is a synthesized 
attribute, while b is an inherited attribute and j is an integer in [k]. The right-hand side 
of a rule is a tree built up from output symbols and external function symbols. Such 
a tree may have leaves of the form (c, i), where c is a synthesized attribute and iE[k], 
and leaves of the form (c, E), where c is now an inherited attribute. 
4.1. Definition. An utt with externals is a tuple M =(Att, [Cl, d, Ui,, (E, @), R), where 
the following conditions hold. 
(a) Att is the finite set of attributes which is partitioned into the set At&,, of 
synthesized attributes and the set Atti,h of inherited attributes. The set Attinh is linearly 
ordered. 
(b) C~l=(c,, . . . , C,) is the sequence of ranked alphabets of input symbols, where r is 
the cardinality of Attin,,. 
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(c) A is a ranked alphabet of output symbols with Ci E A, for every i~[0, r]. 
(d) ai”EAtt,,” is the initial attribute. 
(e) E is a ranked alphabet of external function symbols and @ = (T(A); y) is an 
E-algebra. 
(f) The sets Att, A, and E are pairwise disjoint. 
(g) R is a finite set of rules satisfying the following conditions for every k>O 
and a~@‘. 
(1) For every aEAttsyn, there is exactly one rule of the form 
(%c)(+r, . . ..&))+r. 
with tET(AuE)(Att,,, x [k]uAttinh x {E}) in R. 
(2) Moreover, if k> 1, then for every bCAtti”h and jE[k], there is exactly one 
rule of the form 
(b,j)(+ 1, . . ..%J)+r. 
with tET(AuE)(Att,,, x [k]uAtti”h x (E}) in R. 
Let M be an att with externals having (C,, . . . . C,) as the sequence of ranked 
alphabets of input symbols. We intuitively explain how the linear order of the 
inherited attributes, which was required in the definition, is used in defining the tree 
function induced by M. As mentioned in the introduction, M evaluates a tree 
SE T(C, ), called control tree (to M). During this evaluation process, the values of the 
inherited attributes at the root of s may be needed. Hence, we have to give every such 
attribute a value, which, of course, is a tree. This will be specified by a function p, 
called root function (to M), that associates a tree with every inherited attribute at the 
root of s. On the basis of the linear order of the inherited attributes, we define the value 
of the ith inherited attribute of M under p as a tree in T(Ci), for every ie[r]. 
For further discussion of atts with externals we use some abbreviations and 
notations described in the next remark. 
4.2. Remark. Let M =(Att,[C], A, ai,, (E, CZ), R) be an att with externals, let 
ca=(&I, . . . . C,), for some r 2 0, and let C!! = (T(A); y) be the involved E-algebra. 
(a) M is called (r + 1)-ary, because the cardinality of the set of inherited attributes of 
M is r. In this case, M is also written as M =(Att, (C,, . . , C,), A, ai,, (E, @), R). 
(b) Arulelike(a,~)(a(x,,...,x~)) + t of M is called the ((a, E), o)-rule of M and a rule 
like (b, j)(a(x,, . . . . xk))+t is called the ((b,j), o)-rule of M. 
(c) The external function symbols belonging to E will be interpreted by the 
E-algebra CX as operations of (5. These operations are of course tree functions and will 
be called external functions. 
(d) An att with externals can be called total deterministic, because for every 
attribute ceAtt and for every input symbol cr~Z$‘) with k30 the following conditions 
hold: 
(1) If cEAttSyn then there is exactly one ((c, E), a)-rule in M. 
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(2) If cEAtti”h and k 3 1 then, for every jE[k], there is exactly one ((c,j), a)-rule 
in M. 
(e) Let U be a set of tree functions. Then M is called an attributed tree transducer 
with external functions from U if range(y) c U. 
Next, as an example, we introduce an att M with externals. We shall see that the 
domain of the tree function 7(M) computed by M is T( [ {LX(‘), a@)}, {/?(“)}]); and that 
s(M), applied to (t,P), computes the tree 6”(b), where 6 is an output symbol of rank 
1 and n is the number of leaves oft. Later on, M will be used to illustrate some further 
definitions. 
4.3. Example. The 2-ary att M with externals is defined as the tuple ({a, i}, 
(Z,, C,), d, a, (E, @), R), where a is a synthesized attribute and i is an inherited one. 
Moreover, we have CO = {a (O), o(*)}, C1 = {/I(“)}, A = {CC(‘), p(O), 6(l), a(*)}, and E = {e(l)}. 
The function y in @ = (T(d); y) is defined by y(e)(t) = P(p), n being the height h(t) oft. 
Finally, the set R of rules consists of the following four rules: 
(a, a)(@1 3 %))+44 a, 
(i, l)k+~, x2))bK 4, 
(~,W&,X~))-+(~, 1X 
(4 W-W((i, 4, (4 &))I. 
Now we define an attributed tree transducer as a special att with externals such that 
the set of external function symbols is empty. This definition corresponds to the one 
given in [17]. 
4.4. Definition. Let M =(Att, [Cl, d, ui,,(E,~), R) be an att with externals. If E=& 
then M is called an attributed tree transducer and is denoted by the tuple 
(Att, CJJ, A, ain, RI 
The following definition describes the derivation relation of an att M with externals 
with respect to a control tree and a root function to M. As mentioned above, the root 
function determines the value of the ith inherited attribute at the root of the control 
tree corresponding to the linear order of the inherited attributes of M. Clearly, if 
M does not have inherited attributes, then the root function has no meaning. 
4.5. Definition. Let M =(Att,(C,, . . . , C,), A,ui,,(E,@), R) be an att with externals 
and let G= (T(d);?) be the involved E-algebra. Besides, let (b,, . . ., b,) be the 
linear order of Atti”h. Moreover, let seT(C,) be a control tree and let 
P:Attinh~U{T(Ci)Ii~[r]} b e a root function to M such that p(bi)ET(Ci) for 
every ie[r]. 
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(a) The derivation relution of M for s and p, denoted by J~,~,~, is a binary relation 
on T(AuE)(Att x path(s)) defined as follows. Let @, YYET(A~E)(A~~ x path(s)). We 
write 
(b) 
e(tl, 
@a M.s,p Y if Y is obtained from @ in one of the following four manners: 
(1) There exists a r(j~T(AuE)(Att x path(s)u(z)) is which z occurs exactly 
once, a synthesized attribute uEAttsynr and a wEpath such that 
@=fl[z/(a, w)]. Moreover, lb,(w) =G (for the definition of lb, see Section 2), with 
a6@’ for some k30, and there is the rule (a, E)(~(x~, .. ..x.))-+t in R, 
with tsT(AuE)({(c,, iI), . . . . (c,,i,)}) and i,, . . . . i,E[k]u{E}, such that 
Y =P[z/t[(c,, i,)/(cl, v,), . . ..(c., i,)/(c,, a,)]], where Lj,= wi, for every n~[m]. 
(2) There exists a fl~T(AuE)(Att x path(s)u{z}) in which z occurs exactly 
once, an inherited attribute beAttinh, a wEpath with lb,(w)=o, with OEC~’ 
for some k> 1, and a jE[k] such that @=/?[z/(b, wj)]. Besides, there is the rule 
(b,j)(c7(x1, . . ..xk))+t in R, with t~T(AuE)(((c,,i,), . . ..(c.,i,)}) and 
~~,...,&,,~[klu{~}, such that Y=pCzltC(c,,i,)/(I.,,v,),...,(c,,i,)l(c,,v,)ll, 
where v, = wi, for every ~E[I?z]. 
(3) There exists a /?~T(duE)(Att xpath(s)u{z}) in which z occurs exactly 
once and an inherited attribute b~Atti,h such that @=p[z/(b,r)] and 
y=Przlml. 
(4) There exists a /?~T(duE)(Att x path(s)u{z}) in which z occurs exactly 
once, an ~EE(~’ for some ma0 and there exist tl, . . . . t,ET(A) such that 
@=B[z/e(t1, . ..) t,)l and Y=BCz/~(e)(tl,...,t,)l. 
Above, in (l)-(4), we call the particular subtrees (a, w), (b, wj), (h, E), and 
. ., t,), respectively, the s&expression of @ to be derived in @ *M,S,p Y. Besides, 
tC(cl,il)l(cl,vlX...,(c,,i,)/(c,, c,,,)], p(b), and y(e)(tl, . . . . t,) are called the derived 
subexpressions in @ +M,S,p Y, respectively. If the control tree s and the root function 
p are not necessary to know, then we drop s and p from *M.s,p, we write aM and call 
it the derivation relation of M. Hence, by aM we always mean *M,S,P for some 
control tree s and root function p. 
4.3. Example (continued). A complete derivation sequence of our example follows. 
Let the root function be defined by p(i)=p and let 
be the control tree. Then we have the derivation sequence shown in Fig. 2. 
In this paper we are only interested in atts with externals which compute tree 
functions, i.e., total functions. However, as for usual attribute grammars, an att 
M with externals can be circular; hence, the corresponding derivation relation aM is 
not noetherian. Consequently, we consider only noncircular atts with externals, which 
restriction will guarantee that aM is noetherian. Thus, if aM is confluent and 
M is noncircular, then the existence and the uniqueness of +,-normal forms are 
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+M,P,P 
Fig. 2. 
guaranteed. This fact is the basis for the definition of the tree function computed 
by a noncircular att M with externals. 
In the following we prove that, for every att M with externals, aM is locally 
confluent. Then we define the concept of a noncircular att with externals, and show 
that, if an att M with externals has this property, then aM is noetherian. From these 
results, the confluency of aM follows for every noncircular att with externals. 
4.6. Lemma. For every att M with externals, aM is locally conjluent. 
Proof. Let M =(Att,(&, . . , Z,), A, a,,,( E,Q), R) be an att with externals and let 
(b,, . . , b,) be the linear order of Attinh. Now, let SE T( C,) be a control tree and 
let p: Attinh+U ( T(Ci) 1 iE[r]} be a root function, where p(bj)ET( Ci) for every 
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i~[r]. Consider @, YI, ‘Yz~ T( A u E) (Att x path(s)) such that Q, *M,s,/, Y1 and 
@- M,s,p YZ. We construct a tree @‘~T(duE)(Att xpath(s)) such that 
Y, =+-M.r,p 0’ and Yy, =‘,,, s p @‘. . 2 
Due to the definition of *M,s,p there are two subexpressions vI and if2 of @ to be 
derived in @=+y,s,P YI and in @*M.s,p Yyz, respectively. Therefore, there are two 
trees fi,,fi2~T(duE)(Att xpath(s)u{s)) in which z occurs exactly once such that 
@= /3, [z/y~~] =/?z[z/tlz]. Besides, there are two derived subexpressions HI and H2 in 
@=z- M.&p y/l and @ *,w.s.p Y2, respectively, for which ?fl =>M,s.p HI and yz =+M,s,p HZ. 
Obviously, Y1 =fiI [z/H, J and !P,=/?,[z/H,]. Since M is total deterministic, in the 
sense of Remark 4.2(d), we can suppose that /II, and /I2 are different. Moreover, as for 
q1 and q2, the following four cases can arise: 
(a) qI =(c, w) and q2 =(c’, w’), 
(b) ~~=(c,ww) and vl~=e(t,,...,t,), 
(c) the case symmetric to (b), 
(d) q1 =e(tl, . . . . t,) and ~~=e’(t;, .. . . rb), 
where c,c’EAtt, w,w’~path(s), eEE(““, e’EE(“‘, and tl, .,., t,,t; ,..., t;,ET(A). This 
shows that neither fll is a proper subexpression of q2 nor q2 is a proper subexpression 
of’i1. 
Consequently, there is a tree /j~T(duE)(Att xpath(s)u{z,,z,)) in which 
both z1 and z2 occur exactly once such that @=lj[~~/~~,z~/77~]. Then, for 
@‘=/3[z,/H,,z2/H2] we obviously have Y1 =M.s,p@’ and Y2*M.,,P@‘. 0 
Next we define the circular att with externals as a straightforward extension of the 
circular attributed tree transducer in the sense of [17]. 
4.7. Definition. Let M =(Att,(C,, . . ., I,), A, Ui”,(E, @), R) be an att with externals and 
let (6 1, . . . . b,) be the linear order of Attinh. We say that M is circular if the following 
condition holds: 
(a) there exists a control tree seT(C,) as well as a root function 
P:Attint\+u(T(~i)I~ C 1 ZE r 3, where p(bi)ET(Ci) for every ie[r], 
(b) there exists an attribute cEAtt and a path wEpath( such that 
(c,w) ?G.,.p @[z/(c,w)] for some PeT(AwE)(Att xpath(s)u(z)). 
M is called noncircular, if it is not circular. 
We note that the circularity test for atts with externals can be performed by using 
the graph techniques developed in [283. We also note that the att M with externals 
given in Example 4.3 is noncircular. 
4.8. Lemma. For every noncircular act M with externak, *M is noetherian. 
Proof. We give a proof by contradiction. Let M =(Att, (C,, . . ., I:,), A, ai,,( R) be 
a noncircular att with externals and let (b,, . . . . b,) be the linear order of Attinh. 
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Besides, let SET( C,) be a control tree and let p: Attinh+U { T( Ci) 1 i~[r]} be a root 
function, where p(bi)ET(Ci) for every iG[r]. 
Suppose *M, S,p is not noetherian. Then there is a tree @ET( A uE)(Att x 
path(s)) and an infinite derivation sequence (@r, @z, . ..) of -M,S,P starting from 
@r =@. We are going to find an attribute cEAtt, a path wepath( and a tree 
BET( AuE)(Att x path(s)u {z}), such that (c, w) +.&,S,p/3[z/(c, w)]. Then this will 
contradict the assumption that M is noncircular. 
First we observe that, for every GE and for every tl, . . . . ~,ET( A), m>,O, the 
expression e(tr, . . . . t,) can be reduced only to r(e)(tl, . . . . t,) which is an J~,~,~- 
normal form of e(ti, . . . . t,) in one derivation step. Hence, since ( Ql, Q2, . . . ) is an 
infinite derivation sequence of *M,S,P starting from @, there must be a ci~Att, 
a w,Epath(s), and a fliET(AuE)(Attxpath(s)u{z}) such that @=~l[z/(cl,wl)] 
and there is an infinite derivation sequence of -M.&p starting from (cl, wi). Because of 
the infinite derivation sequence of *M,S,p starting from (cr , w,), we can reduce (ci, wl) 
to the tree <i in one derivation step such that there is an infinite derivation se- 
quence of *M,s,p starting from this tree tl. Certainly, the previous argumentation 
for @ can now be repeated for <i so that we obtain a c~EA, a w,Epath(s), and a 
p2gT( AuE)(Att x path(s)u{z}) such that [i =fi2[z/(cZ,wz)] and there is a infinite 
derivation sequence of J~,~, p starting from (cz, wz). Obviously, (c2,w2) can be 
reduced to the tree t2 in one derivation step and there is an infinite derivation 
sequence of ‘M,s,p starting from this tree t2. By repeating this argumentation, we 
obtain the sequence tl, I$~, t3, . . . with the property that for every i> 1 there is 
a subexpression (ci, Wi) Of 5i such that (ci, Wi) JM,~,~ 5. ,+ 1. Since both A and path(s) are 
finite, there must be some i,je N, with i <j, such that (cc, wi) = (Cj, Wj). Then, for c = ci, 
w=wi, and B=/3i+i [z/...[z/pj] . ..I. we have (c, w) *i,S,pIj[z/(c, w)], contradicting 
the fact that M is noncircular. 
By means of Lemmas 4.6 and 4.8 the confluency of the derivation relation induced 
by a noncircular att with externals follows. 
4.9. lemma. For every noncircular att M with externals, aM is conj%4ent. 
In what follows we restrict ourselves to noncircular atts with externals. Hence, from 
now on by an att with externals we always mean a noncircular one. By Lemmas 4.8 
and 4.9, we have obtained the following property of the reduction relation *M of an 
att M with externals: for every tree @ of the underlying set, there is a unique 
=,-normal form. In particular, this property holds for the tree (ai,,,&), where ai, 
is the initial attribute of M. Moreover, the =-,-normal form of (ai,,&) is a tree over 
the output symbols of M. 
4.10. Lemma. Let M =(Att,(Co, . . . . C,), A, ai,,(E,@), R) be an att with externals and 
let (b 1, . . . , b,) be the linear order Of Attinh. Then, for every control tree SE T( C,) and for 
every rootfunction p: Attinh~U { T(Ci) 1 iE[r]}, with P(bi)E T( Zi),for iE[r], there is 
exactly one tree tE T( A) such that (ain, E) J&,~,~ t. 
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Next we define the tree function r(M) induced by an att M with externals by using 
the derivation relation of M. The domain of z(M) is T( (C,, . ., C,)), where 
(C 0, . . . . C,) is the sequence of ranked alphabets of its input symbols and the range of 
z(M) is in the set of trees over the ranked alphabet of its output symbols. The first 
argument of r(M) is used as control tree and the other arguments form the root 
function p so that the (i + 1)th argument is the value of the ith inherited attribute at the 
root of this control tree with respect to the given linear order on the set of the inherited 
attributes of M. Finally, the application of T(M) to such arguments yields the 
=M,s,P-normal form of (ai”, E), where a,, is the initial attribute of M. 
4.11. Definition. Let M=(Att,(Z, ,..., C,), d,ai,,(E,@), R) be an att with externals 
and let (b,, . . . . b,) be the linear order of Atti”h. 
The treejiinction computed by M is definedas T(M): T((Z,, . . ..C..))+T(A), where 
T(M)(s, tl, . . . . t,)= t if and only if (Ui”, E)* &;,s.pt, with P(bj)=tj for everyjE[r]. 
4.12. Remark. Let U be a class of tree functions. Then we denote by AT(U) the class 
of tree functions computed by atts with externals from C.J. Furthermore, AT denotes 
the class of tree functions computed by attributed tree transducers. 
As usual, for attribute grammars we indicate for every att M with externals the 
dependencies between the attribute occurrences in all rules of M belonging to the 
same function symbol by a dependency graph. The definition of these dependency 
graphs is very similar to the one of attribute grammars. 
4.13. Definition. Let M =(Att,(C,,, . . . . C,), A, ain,(E, Cl!), R) be an att with externals 
and let aeZ$‘, for some k30. 
The dependency graph of a is the graph DG,=(NODES, ARCS), where 
(a) NODES = Att x ([k] u (E)) is the set of nodes, and 
(b) ARCS g NODES x NODES is the set of arcs defined as follows. There is an arc 
from the node (c,~) to the node (c’, v) if and only if either c’EAttsyn, V=E, and (c,~) 
occurs on the right-hand side of the ((c’, E), g)-rule of M or c’EAtti”h, v~[k], and (c,,u) 
occurs on the right-hand side of the ((c’, v), a)-rule of M. 
4.3. Example (continued). We can represent the two dependency graphs of M as 
shown in Fig. 3, where the broken lines in the trapezoid indicate a part of a control 
tree. 
Fig. 3. 
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As mentioned above, the dependency graphs of attribute grammars are used in 
a standard algorithm to determine if an attribute grammar is circular; see [28], for 
example. Since the dependency graphs of atts with externals ignore the existence of 
external function symbols on the right-hand side of a rule, we can apply that 
algorithm to the dependency graphs of atts with externals as well. In fact, as the 
evaluation of external function symbols by the derivation relation of atts with 
externals cannot produce a cycle, the application of the above algorithm tests whether 
an att with externals is circular. 
As we have mentioned at the beginning of this section, atts with externals have the 
same property as we described for mtts with externals in Lemma 3.16. Informally, this 
property can be explained as follows. Let M be an att with externals where Ui” is its 
initial attribute. For every control tree s to M and every root function p to M the 
derivation sequence of J~.~, p starting from (ain,&) and ending in its +,,,,,-normal 
form can be divided into two parts such that in the first part every derivation step 
rewrites a tuple (c, w), where c is an attribute and w is a path in s, and in the second 
part every derivation step interprets an external function symbol. Just as for mtts with 
externals we can express the first part of such derivation sequences of aM by 
derivation sequences of the attributed tree transducer under(M) underlying M. This 
under(M) is the same as M except that it views the external function symbols of M as 
additional output symbols. Moreover, the successive evaluation of external function 
symbols performed by derivation sequences in the second part can be described by 
applying the homomorphism int(d-ext(@)), where E is the algebra interpreting 
external function symbols and d is the output ranked alphabet of M. 
4.14. Definition. Let M =(Att, [Cl, d, ain, (E,@), R) be an att with externals. The 
attributed tree transducer underlying M, denoted by under(M), is defined as the 
attributed tree transducer (Att, [I], d u E, ai,, R). 
The property explained above for atts with externals is formalized in the next 
lemma. The proof is omitted, because we can transform the proof of Lemma 3.16 
easily so that it fits to the present case. 
4.15. Lemma. Let M =(Att, [I], d, Ui”,(E, @), R) be an att with externals. Then 
z(M)=z(under(M))oint(d-ext(@)). 
4.3. Example (continued). Applying the previous lemma, we prove that, for every 
PE T( C,,), T( M)(p, fi) = P(p), n being the number of leaves of p. 
To this end, define two sets IT 5 T( A u E u {(i, E)} ) and IT, c T( A u E) as follows. 
Let IT, called the set of interim trees, be the smallest set S satisfying the following 
conditions: 
0) (i, E)E& 
(ii) if tES, then e(a(t, t))ES. 
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Moreover, let IT, = { t[(i &)/fi] 1 t~1T). It should be clear, by the definition of IT and 
IT,, that, for every n 3 0, there are unique trees qn and r, of height 2n in the sets IT and 
IT,, respectively. Furthermore, we have r, = q,, [(i, &)/fi]. 
Now let M’ be the attributed tree transducer underlying M and let JET be 
a tree with n leaves. Then it can be proved by induction on h(p) that (a, E) =s,$,,~,~ qn.
Moreover, since (i, E) =sM,,p,p/?, we obtain that q,, =~;l;,,~,~r, which means 
that t(M’)(p,p)=r,. On the other hand, an easy induction on n shows that 
d-int(ext(@))(r,)=6”(8) and, thus, by Lemma 4.9, z(M)(p, fi)=6”(fl). 
Finally, we express the result of the previous lemma in terms of the class of 
computed tree functions. Thus, we get the following statement which is described for 
macro tree transducers in Theorem 3.17. 
4.16. Theorem. Let U be a class of tree functions. If TOPS U, then 
AT(U)cAToINT(U). 
In the rest of this section we discuss and define the one-visit property for atts with 
externals. The concept of one-visit attribute grammars was introduced in [Ill. We 
shall extend some of the definitions and results in that paper for atts with externals 
as well. 
To this end, we again consider the concept of attribute grammar. It is well known 
that, for every noncircular attribute grammar, the attribute occurrences of any 
derivation tree t can be evaluated by an attribute evaluation strategy. It is simply 
a way of walking along the branches of t and evaluating its attribute occurrences by 
means of semantic rules. In general, some subtrees of t are visited more than once 
during the evaluation strategy. Especially, an attribute grammar is called one-visit if, 
for every derivation tree r, its attribute occurrences can be evaluated in such a way 
that any subtree of t is visited at most once; see [ll]. At this point, researchers 
distinguish two different cases. The first, the “conventional”, approach requires to 
evaluate all attribute occurrences oft; while the second, the “semantical” one, requires 
to evaluate only those attribute occurrences which are needed to evaluate the distin- 
guished synthesized attribute at the root of t. 
Now consider an att M with externals; let there be a control tree s and a root 
function p to M. Then the attribute occurrences belonging to s can be evaluated by 
a strategy in the same way as in the case of attribute grammars, because, by Lemma 
4.15, the evaluation of external function symbols can be postponed after the evalu- 
ation of the attributes. Hence, the concept of evaluation strategy and of the one-visit 
property for M can be defined in the same way as for attribute grammars in [l 11. Note 
that, for the one-visit property, we use the “conventional” approach. 
4.17. Definition. Let M be an att with externals, s a control tree and p a root function 
to M. 
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(a) An attribute evaluation strategy for s is a way of walking along the branches of 
s and computing attribute occurrences of its nodes. 
(b) An attribute evaluation strategy for s is one-visit if it visits every subtree s’ of s at 
most once, and in such a way that entering s’ it computes some inherited attribute 
occurrences of the root Y of s’, and exiting s’ it computes some synthesized attribute 
occurrences of r. 
In other words, for every node, a one-visit attribute evaluation strategy first visits 
the node computing some of its inherited attribute occurrences, then visits some of its 
sons (and their descendants) in some order (computing some of their attributes), and 
finally visits the node again, computing some of its synthesized attribute occurrences. 
Now we define one-visit att with externals, according to the above-mentioned 
conventional approach. 
4.18. Definition. Let M be an att with externals. M is one-visit if, for every control tree 
s of M, there is a one-visit attribute evaluation strategy for s computing all attribute 
occurrences of all nodes of s. 
4.19. Remark. Let U be a class of tree functions. Then lv-AT( U) denotes the class of 
tree functions computed by one-visit atts with externals from U and lv-AT denotes 
the class of tree functions computed by one-visit attributed tree transducers. 
We note that Definition 4.18, requiring the computation of all attribute occurren- 
ces, implies that the one-visit attribute evaluation strategy enters every subtree, 
computing all inherited attribute occurrences of its root Y, and exits it, computing all 
synthesized attribute occurrences of r. 
Next we present a necessary and sufficient condition for an att with externals to be 
one-visit. For this we use the concept of brother graph for att with externals. Both the 
condition and the concept of brother graph were given for attribute grammars in [ll]. 
For every input symbol o’k’~CO of an att M = (Att, ( Co, . , C,), A, ain, (E, E), R) with 
externals, we define a brother graph of CT, denoted by BG,. BG, represents the way the 
descendants x 1, . . . , xk of IS “depend” on each other through their attributes. 
4.20. Definition. Let M =(Att, (C,,, .., Z,.), A, ai,,( E, E), R) be an att with externals, 
and let OF,@‘, for some k30. 
The brother graph of 0 is the graph BG,=(NODES, ARCS), where 
(a) NODES=Xk is the set of nodes, and 
(b) ARCS is the set of arcs. ARCS is the smallest subset of Xk x Xk satisfying the 
following property: there is an arc (xi,xj)EARCS, for some i,js[k], if there is 
a b~Atti”h and an aEAt&,, such that (a,i) occurs on the right-hand side of the 
((b,j), g)-rule of M. 
4.3. Example (continued). M has the two brother graphs: BG, = ({ x1, x2 >, {(x1, x2)}) 
and BG, = (0,0). 
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With the previous definition we can describe the above-mentioned sufficient and 
necessary condition for an att with externals to be one-visit. 
4.21. Theorem. Let M =(Att,(Z,, . . . . Z,), A,ni,,(E,ti), R) be an att with externals. 
Then M is one-t’isit fund only ijfor euery input symbol o of IO the brother graph of CF has 
no oriented cycle. 
Proof. We omit the proof since it is the same as the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [ 111. 0 
4.3. Example (continued). M is one-visit because its brother graphs have no oriented 
cycle. 
5. Comparison of mtts with externals and atts with externals 
In this section we will prove the main result of this paper, which is the characteriz- 
ation of MT(U) in terms of AT(U). More precisely, we prove that 
MT(U)= F c (HOM s1 Iv-AT(U)) 
(cf. Theorem 5.14). At the end of the introduction we have indicated the four-step 
program by means of which we are going to prove this equation. Note that the first 
step has already been performed in Sections 3 and 4; this step concerns the property of 
mtts with externals and atts with externals which, roughly speaking, says that the 
interpretation of external function symbols can be postponed until all the usual 
rewriting is done (cf. Lemmas 3.16 and 4.15). Now let us briefly recall the other steps; 
a more detailed discussion of the proofs and constructions involved will be given as we 
go along. 
Step 2: s-MTEHOM c1 lv-AT and HOM z1 lv-ATGMT. 
Step 3: s-MT(U)cHOMo, lv-AT(U) and HOMol lv-AT(U)rMT(U) 
Step 4: MT(U)=F>s-MT(U) and MT(U)=FaMT(U). 
Before starting with step 2, we formally define simple macro tree transducers and the 
denotation s-MT (for the definition of HOM and Iv-AT(U), cf. Remarks 3.14 and 
4.19, respectively). 
5.1. Definition. An mtt M with externals is called simple if there is an n> 1 such that 
every state of h4 has rank n. 
The class of tree functions computed by simple macro tree transducers is denoted 
by s-MT. Similarly, s-MT(U) denotes the class of tree functions computed by simple 
mtts with externals from U, where U is a class of tree functions. 
In [ 1 S] the decomposition s-MT c HOM 2 1 1 V-AT of simple macro tree transducers 
has been proved. Since the involved construction has never been published in English, 
we repeat it here, but omit the proof. We start the explanation of the construction by 
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means of two examples, of which the first one illustrates the main idea and the second 
one indicates why the homomorphism tree transducer is needed. 
5.2. Example. Let M = (Q, (C, A, A), A, q, R) be the simple macro tree transducer with 
Q = { qc3’, P’~‘}, C = { o’~‘, (x(O) }, and A = {SC’), y(l), /3’“‘} u C. Moreover, let R consist of 
the following four rules: 
For M we construct an equivalent one-visit attributed tree transducer 
M’=(Att,(C, d, A), A, a4, R’) as follows: the states of M and the parameters of states 
are realized by synthesized and inherited attributes of M’, respectively. More precise- 
ly, we let { u4, u,} and { y,, y2} be the sets of synthesized and inherited attributes of M’, 
respectively. Now we discuss the construction of the rules of M’ by an example, 
and, for this purpose, we consider the rule q(o(x,, x2), y1,y2)+rhs of M with 
rhs=G(y(P(x2,y(y2),Y(q(x1, p,y(y,))))),y2). This rule and, in particular, rhs deter- 
mine a set of semantic rules for attributes by, roughly speaking, pruning rhs repeatedly 
along cuts through states, where the pruning starts at the leaves of rhs and proceeds 
towards the root of rhs. At every stage of this repeated process, we will show the rest of 
rhs and the dependency graph, which corresponds to the semantic rules constructed 
so far. The pruning procedure starts with rhs and the empty dependency graph 
(Fig. 4). 
First, we cut the subtree q(xl ,fl,~(y~)) from rhs. Since states and parameters are 
represented by synthesized and inherited attributes, respectively, this subtree induces 
Fig. 4. 
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the following two semantic rules: 
(Yz. l)(~(X,,X2))~Y((Y1,E)). 
Note that q(xl ,/?,y(yl)) induces the rules for the inherited attributes at the first 
argument of O, because X, is the first argument of q. The subtree 4(x1, p, y(yl)) of rhs 
itself is replaced by the occurrence (u,, 1) of the synthesized attribute u4. The pruned 
version rhs, and the dependency graph induced by the above pruning are shown in 
Fig. 5. 
Note that the first semantic rule does not give rise to an arc in the dependency 
graph, because there is no attribute occurrence on the right-hand side. The next cut 
replaces the subtree p(x,,y(y,), y((uq, 1))) by the occurrence (a,, 2) of the synthesized 
attribute a,, and induces two semantic rules: 
(4’23 2)(0(.x1 9 xz))-V((uq, 1)). 
Now the pruned version of rhs, is the tree rhsz =6(~((u,,2)),y,), which is shown 
together with the corresponding dependency graph in Fig. 6. 
(Y1 ,l) (Y* ,l) (aq,l) (Y> ,2) (aq,2) (ap,2) 
tap,11 (Y,,2) 
Fig. 5. 
(aiq//~gyh\ 
(Yl r 1) (Y2 .I) (a 9 ,l) (y2 ,2) (acj ,2) (al, ,2) 
tap, 1) lY,,2) 
Fig. 6 
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Since rhs2 does not contain a state, the pruning procedure stops and the semantic rule 
t&J, &)(4X1 3 x2))b~(y((ap, 2)),(Y,, c)) 
for the occurrence of the synthesized attribute a4 at the root is constructed. 
By doing the same for the rule p(~(x,,x2),yl,y2)~fi(B,~(y1)) we obtain 
(up, a)-rule of M’ : 
the 
At this point, for every UE{U~,U,,}, b~{y,,y,}, and jE[2], we have constructed the 
((a, E), a)-rules and ((b, j), a)-rules of M’. The complete dependency graph for o is 
shown in Fig. 7. 
Applying this pruning process for the second and fourth rule of M, we obtain the 
following rules of M’: 
(a,, &)(~kJ((Yz, E))> (a,, E)(++P. 
This completes the construction of the attributed tree transducer M’. Also, M’ is 
one-visit, because it has the brother graphs 
BG,=({x~,xz},{(x~,x~)}) and BG, = (8,8) 
that contain no oriented cycle. 
The first example illustrates the main idea of transforming a simple macro tree 
transducer into a one-visit attributed tree transducer. However, not every macro tree 
transducer can be transformed into a one-visit attributed tree transducer, not even 
into an arbitrary noncircular attributed tree transducer. For some macro tree trans- 
ducers, the technique applied in the previous example leads to two rules with the same 
left-hand side but, by definition of attributed tree transducers, this is forbidden. In the 
next example we recall such a troublesome macro tree transducer from [S] and show 
how to solve the problem by precomposition of a homomorphism tree transducer. 
5.3. Example. Let M = ({ qC2’}, (C, Z), C, q, R) be the simple macro tree transducer 
with C= {a”‘, x(O) } and let R contain the following rules: 
4(O(Xl),Yl)~4(Xl,4(Xl,4’1)), 4(~>YlNJ(Y,). 
(yl,E) (Y, rE) (a ,,E) (a ,,E) 
(Yl,l) (Y* #I) bq,l) 2 ,2) (aq ,2) tap J) 
(a p’l) (Y, ,:I 
Fig. 7. 
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For this macro tree transducer M we try to construct an attributed tree transducer 
M’=((a,,y,},(C,~),~:,a,,R’), where a4 and y, are synthesized and inherited at- 
tributes, respectively. By applying the construction described in Example 5.2, we 
obtain the rules 
(a,, &)(4X1 ))+(a,, 113 (.Yl> 1)(4x, ))HYl > El9 
(Yl, 1)(4.~l)b(~,, IX (a,, ~)(~)--d(Yl~ &)I. 
Hence, there are two rules with the same left-hand side (yi, l)(lr(xl)). In Fig. 8 we 
illustrate this conflict by showing the corresponding dependency graph of c. 
We face the problem of double definition of (yi, l), because there is only one 
occurrence of (yi, l), but there are two pointers to this occurrence. This trouble can be 
resolved by, roughly speaking, stretching the base line of the trapezoid by means of 
copying the subtree represented by xi. Then, for every copy of xi, there is an 
occurrence of the attribute y,. This leads to the dependency graph shown in Fig. 9, 
where x2 denotes the copy of xi. 
Now the value of the occurrences (yi, 1) and (yl, 2) are determined by the value of 
the parameter y, in q(x,,q(.x,,y,)) and by the value of q(x,,y,) in q(xl,q(xl,yl)), 
respectively. Clearly, the stretching can be achieved by applying a homomorphism 
tree transducer B to the control tree, where B is the tuple ({h}, C, CuC’,h,RB) with 
1’ = (&2), &O) }, and RB contains the two rules 
h(a(x,))~o’(h(xl),h(x,)), h(?)+x’ 
(Y1,E) (aq#E) 
Y 
I FILlI I Xl 
(Y,,l) (aq r1) 
Fig. 8 
(Yl’E) (a 
u’ 
q’E) 
‘1 
/ ’ \ 
/’ 
\ \ 
// 
\ \ / \ 
/--y 
(a ‘I ,l) (y, J) x2 (a4 ,2) 
Fig. 9 
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With these considerations we obtain the following set of semantic rules for M’: 
(Yl, l)(a’(xl,X2))~(Yl,&), (a,, &)(ed(Y 1) El). 
In total, M’ is the attributed tree transducer ({ u4, yl }, C’, C’u Z, u4, R’), where R’ is the 
set of the above rules. It is obvious that M’ is one-visit. 
Now we formalize the construction described in the previous two examples and 
prove the inclusion s-MT c HOM o1 lv-AT. 
5.4. Theorem (Fiiliip [lS, Theorem 2.11). s-MTE HOM s1 lv-AT. 
Proof. For some ~30, let M=(Q,(C,, . . . . C,), A, qin, R) be a simple macro tree trans- 
ducer. Thus, every state of M has rank r + 1. Assume that, for some p 3 1, 
Q={ql, . ..>qJ. W e construct a homomorphism tree transducer I? and a one-visit 
attributed tree transducer N such that r(M)=z(B)o, T(N). 
In order to determine B and N we use the following notations. As mentioned above, 
we are interested only in those subtrees of right-hand sides of which the root is labeled 
by a state. More precisely, for every rgRHS( Q, d, @, m, r) (cf. Definition 3.1), with m 3 1, 
we introduce the following notations: 
(a) for every jE[m], SUB,(t)= { 1 s sEsub(t) and s has the form q(xj,<l, . ...&) for 
some qEQ and for some tl, . . . . &ERHS(Q,d,@,m,r)}. 
(b) SUB(t)=Uy=l SUB,(t). 
Moreover, 
(a) for every jc [ml, dgj( t) is the cardinality of SUB,(t), and 
(b) dg(t)=Cy= 1 dgj(t) is the cardinality of SUB(t). 
Before we define the homomorphism B, we fix an enumeration of the subtrees of 
right-hand sides whose roots are labeled by a state. More precisely, for a fixed REP’, 
with k>O, we consider the o-rules of M and, for every is[p], let ti be the right-hand 
side of the (qi, a)-rule of M. Next we identify the elements of SUB( tl) with the natural 
numbers in the interval [ 1, dg( tI)]. Then we do the same for the elements in SUB( t2) 
and natural numbers in [dg( tI) + 1, dg( t 1 ) + dg( t2)], and so forth. Formally, for every 
igbl, oEC , , (k) k>O and jE[k], we fix a bijective function 
i-l j- 1 i-l 
y(k~~j>:SUBj(ti)+ 1 dg(tn)+ 1 dg,(ti)+l, 1 dg(t,)+ f: dg,(ti) . 
n=1 n=l n=1 II=1 1 
The homomorphism tree transducer B is the tuple ({q}, Co, Co UC;, q, RB), where, 
without loss of generality, we can assume that Cb E CI and that Cb = { CJ’ 1 EC}, with 
rankr,(a’)=C?,, dg(ti) for every FEZ-C,, and with rankr,(a’)=O for every a~,@). 
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copies Of recuYzslon arguments for copies of recursion arguments far 
simulating the part of the output simulating the part of the output 
given by tl. given by t k 
Fig. 10. 
Furthermore, Rs consists of the rules 
4(4x1, . . ..x.))+fl’(q(x,), . . ..4(X.)> . . ..q(xJ. . . ..q(& ...> 
---V--J w 
dg,(r,) dgk(ti) 
Y(Xl), ..‘, 4(x,), . . ..dXk). . . ..q(xk)) 
- - 
dg, (t,J &k(b) 
for every OEC~ , (k) k 30. Recall that ti is the right-hand side of the (qi, a)-rule in M. 
Note that range(r(B))G T( 1;). Figure 10 illustrates the intuitive idea behind the 
definition of B. 
Now we construct the one-visit attributed tree transducer 
N =(Att, (Cb, X1, . . ., C,), A UC;, ai”, R’), which takes the images computed by B 
as control trees. The set of attributes Att is equal to Att,,,vAttinh, where 
Att,,, = (u, 1 qcQ} and Atti”h = Y,. The initial attribute Ui” is u4,,,. For the construction 
of the rules we consider some input symbol ~‘EC”“‘, m30, and, for every uqEAttsyn, 
YE Y,, and j,[m], we construct an ((a,, E), a/)-rule and a ((y,j), a’)-rule of N. These 
rules are determined by the a-rules of M (note that CJ’ corresponds to aCk), k 3 0, due to 
the transformation from C to C’). In detail, for every i~[p] we take the (qi, o)-rule 
qi(~(xl,...,xk),Yl,..., Y,)~~i of M. This rule determines a set of semantic rules that 
are obtained by the following cutting process. We begin by cutting every subtree of the 
fOrm~‘(Xj,V~,..., vr) withjE[k] and ri, . . . . v,ET( A)( Y,) from ti, if there is one. (Note 
that there are no states in the vi’s) This subtree induces the rules: 
(Yl? 4(g’(x 1, . . ..&I))+~~., 
(Yr, d)(a’(x1, .. .> x,))-t*L 
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where d is the number of q’(Xj,Vl, . . . . v,) according to the above enumeration, i.e., 
d = Y’( i, 0, j)(q’(xj,v,, . . . , v,)), and v;, . , vi arise from vl, . .., v, by substituting (y, E) 
for every ye Y,. Then the subtree q’(xj, vl, . . . . v,) itself is replaced in ti by 
the occurrence (a,.,d) which leads to the pruned version ti’) of ti. The next cut 
replaces every subtree of the form q”(x,,pl, . . ..pL.) with ps[k] and 
~1, . . ..~l~~T(d)(Y.u(Att,,, x [ml)) from ti (l), if there is one. In the same way as 
above, we obtain the following rules: 
(~,,d’)(o’(x,, . . ..x.))+p;, 
(yr,d’)(cfbl, . . ..x.))-P:, 
where d’ is the number of q”(x,, pl, . , p,) according to the above enumeration, i.e., 
d’= Y (i, n,p)(q”(~,,,p~, . . . . ,LL~)), and cl;, . . . . p: arise from pl, . . . . pr by substituting 
(y, E) for every ye Y,. The subtree q”(x,, pl, . . . . pl) itself is replaced in t{‘) by the 
occurrence (a,-,d’) which leads to the pruned version ti2’ of ti”. We repeat this 
cutting process until we obtain a pruned tree t{ of ti which itself is an element of 
T( A)( Y,u(Att,,, x [ml)). Finally, this tree induces the rule 
(4,E)(~‘(Xl, .. ..X.))-+t;‘, 
where t:’ arises from ti by substituting (y, E) for every y6 Y,. 
As indicated above, we perform this process for every iG[p], i.e., for every (qi,a)- 
rule of M. Then we do the same for every ~‘EZ’. Thus, we obtain an attributed tree 
transducer N. 
In the following we prove that N is one-visit. For this purpose we consider the 
brother graph BG,. =(NODES(o’), ARCS(a’)), with ~‘EC’. Note that the rank m of 0’ 
is C’= 1 dg(ti), where ti is the right-hand side of the (qi, a)-rule in M; also note that, due 
to the definition of C’, there is a ogCck) with k>O corresponding to g’. Clearly, 
NODES(o’)=X,, which we can divide into p blocks of nodes. The first block is the 
set (xi, . . ..xdg(t.) }, the second block iS the Set {xdg(tl)+l, ...,xdg(f,)+dg(f2)}, and so 
forth. For ARCS(a’) we make the next observations. Let i be an arbitrary element of 
[p]. From the construction of the semantic rules it follows that the right-hand side of 
a ((y,,d),a’)-rule of M, for some dE[CkZ: dg(t,)+l,CL=, dg(t,)] and mE[r], con- 
tains no expression of the form (a,, c) with c$[CIZii dg(t,)+ 1,xX= 1 dg(t,)]. Conse- 
quently, there is no arc between nodes of different blocks in BG,,. This observation 
leads to Fig. 11, in which we denote the variables of 0’ just as in Fig. 10. 
Now, for some ie[p], we consider the arcs in BG,, of the ith block of nodes, which 
we denote by NODES(i). Let us assume that this part of BG,. contains a cycle, i.e., 
there are nodes Xil, . . . . xi,ENODES(i), m>O, with (Xil,Xi2))(Xi2)Xi3)) .. . . (xi,_ ,,xi,), 
(Xi,,,,xi,)EARCS,,. Because of the arc (xi,,xiz), there is an a,~Att,~, and a bZEAtti”h 
such that (a,, il) is a subexpression of the right-hand side of the ((b2, iz), a’)-rule of M’. 
Recall that ti is the right-hand side of the (qi, a)-rule of M. Due to the above 
construction of semantic rules, there are uniquely determined j, , j, E[k], s1 ESUBj, (ti) 
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1st block with arcs induced by tl p-th block with arcs induced by ti 
Fig. 11 
and sz~SUBj,(ti) such that i~=Y(i,r~,j~)(s~) and iz=Y((i,o,j,)(s,). Besides, 
si is a proper subtree of s2. By repeating this argumentation for the arcs 
(xi22 xi,), . , (xi,,,, xi,), we obtain a sequence ~1, . . . , s,+ 1 of trees such that sj is a proper 
subtree of Sj+ 1, for every j~[m], and s,+i =s,; the latter results because Y’s are 
bijections. This is an obvious contradiction; hence, M’ is one-visit. 
In [lS] the equation t(M)=z(B)a, s(N) has been proved formally; here we omit 
the proof. U 
Theorem 5.4 shows the first half of step 2 of our four-step program. Next we deal 
with its second half and prove that HOM o1 lv-AT G MT. This proof is based on the 
inclusion ATc MT [16] (also cf. [lo, Section 4.21) and the closure of MT under 
left-composition with HOM, i.e., HOM o1 MT E MT. 
5.5. Lemma (Franchi-Zannettacci [16], Engelfriet [lo]). AT G MT. 
Proof. Let M =(Att, [C], d,ai,, R) be an attributed tree transducer with 
[C] = (C,, . . , C,) for some r B 0. Moreover, let (b, , . , b,) be the linear order of the 
inherited attributes. Without loss of generality, we can assume that there is an element 
and. Then we construct the macro tree transducer M’ = (Q, [Cl, A, a,,,, R’) such that 
z(M)= r(M’); however, we drop the proof of this equality. 
We let Q= {a”+l’l aEAt&} and, for every UGQ and a~@), with k>O, if 
(U,c)(g(Xi, .‘.? x,))+t is in R, then u(a(xl, . . . . xk),yl, . . . . y,)-+t’ is in R’, where t’ is 
obtained from t by performing the following two substitutions: 
(1) Every pair (u’,j) with attribute u’EAtt,,, and integer Jo [k] is replaced by 
u'(xj>t(j> l,((u',j))>,...,t(j,Y,((a',j)))). 
(2) Every (bi,~) with bi~Atti”h is replaced by yi. 
Now, for every vE[k], KE[Y], and P E Att,,, x [k], we define recursively the tree 
t( L’,K,P): if (h,, v)(a(x,, ,xk))+s is in R, then t( v, K, P) is obtained from s by 
performing the following three substitutions: 
(1) Every(u’,j)E(Att,,, x [k])\Pis replaced by a’(xj, t(j,l, P’), . . . . t(j,r, P’)), with 
P’=Pu{(a’,j)). 
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(2) Every (a’,j)~P is replaced by 2. 
(3) Every (bi,E) with bi~Atti”h is replaced by yi. 
We note that the construction process of the trees like t( v, K, P) terminates, 
because At&,,, x [k] is finite. 0 
Next, in two steps, we prove the closure of MT under left-composition with 
homomorphism tree transducers, i.e., HOM oI MT s MT. First, we characterize MT 
by the composition of MT1 and SUB, i.e., MT = MT, 0 1 SUB (cf. Lemma 5.8), where 
MT1 is the class of tree functions computed by macro tree transducers in which the 
initial state has rank 1, and SUB is the class of substitutions. Second, we use the fact 
that MT1 is closed under left-composition with HOM, i.e., HOM o1 MT, E MT, 
(cf. [13, Corollary 4.101). Before discussing the idea of the characterization 
MT= MT1 o1 SUB, we first formally define MT1 and SUB. 
5.6. Definition. MT, is the class of tree functions computed by macro tree trans- 
ducers in which the initial states have rank one. 
5.7. Definition. Let r 3 1, and let d, C1, . . . , C, be ranked alphabets such that, for 
every i~~[r], Zi G d. Moreover, let I-= {y’p), . . . . yr ‘“‘} be a ranked alphabet such that 
AnT=@. 
The substitution function sub[y,, . . ..yr]. T(AuT) x T((C,, . . ..C.))+T(A) is 
defined by sub[y,, . . . . yr](t,tl, . . . . t,)=t[yl/tl, . . . ,yr/tr] for every tET(AuT) and 
(t ~,...,~,)ET((C~,...,C,)). 
The class of substitution functions is denoted by SUB. Now let us discuss the 
characterization MT = MT 1 o1 SUB. The decomposition of a macro tree transducer 
M is based on the observation that the derivations of M do not depend on the values 
of the parameters y,, , y, of the initial state qin. Thus, we can drop y,, . . . , y, from the 
left-hand side of every qi,,-rule and replace them by some additional symbols, say 
yr, . . . , yr, in the corresponding right-hand sides. Clearly, the trees resulting from 
a derivation of this modified version of M may contain the symbols yr, . . ., y,; the 
substitution replaces these symbols by the original values of the parameters (cf. also 
[29, Satz 3.43). 
5.8. Lemma. MT = MT, 0 1 SUB. 
Proof. First we prove that MT G MT1 o1 SUB. Let M =( Q, (Co,. . . , C,), A, qin, R) be 
a macro tree transducer and let I- = {y\“, . . . , yi”} be a ranked alphabet with A n r = 0. 
Construct the macro tree transducer M’ = (Q’, CO, A u I-, q;“, R’), with Q’ = Q u { q$,“} 
such that 4i”En-Q. Moreover, R’ contains the following rules: 
- R LR’. 
~ If R contains the rule qin( ~(X1, . . , xm), y, ,...,y,)+tforsomeo~C,thenR’contains 
the rule ql,(o(x I> . . ..x.))+, where <‘=SCYJY~, .. ..~.ly,l. 
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Then one can prove the following statement by induction on the length of the 
derivation: 
Foreverys~T(~,),ti~T(Ci)fori~[r],andr~T(Qud),ifqin(S,tl,...,tr)~~5, 
then there is a [‘E T( Q u A u r) such that the derivation q;“(s) a&, 5’ holds and 
l=sub[r 1, . ..Jr1(5’.tI, . . ..&I. 
Hence, r(M)=z(M’)~, sub[y,,...,y,]. 
Next we prove the inclusion MT, or SUB&MT. Let M=(Q,Co,d,qi”,R’) 
be a macro tree transducer with qineQ . (l) Let ~31 and let Z7,E,, . . ..C. be some 
ranked alphabets such that, for every i~[r], we have Zi E II, and let 
sub[y,,...,y,]:T(17u~)xT((C,,...,C,.))+T(l7) be a substitution, with 
r={y’P’,...,y;o’ } such that range( r(M)) G T( Ii’ UT). Hence, without loss of general- 
ity, we can assume that d s I7 UT. We construct a macro tree transducer 
M’=(Q’,(C, ,..., C,),A’,qf,,R’) such that ~(M’)=r(M)orsub[y~ ,..., ~~1. The com- 
ponents of M’ are specified as follows: 
_ Q’= { q’(k+r) 1 q~Q’k’}, 
- A’=AuC,u.~~uZ,., 
- R’: if the rule q(o(xl,...,xm),yl , . . . . yn)-+( is in R, then let q’(o(xr, . . . . x,,,), 
y,, . . . , y,,y,+ 1, . . , y,,+,)-5’ be in R’, where t’ is obtained from 4 by substituting 
p’(Xi,~Jl,...,~‘k,41k+1 , . . . , yk+r) for every expression p(Xi, vl, . . , l?k) and by substitu- 
ting y,+i for every i’i. 
It is easy to prove that r(M’)=s(M)@, sub[y,, . . ..?.I. 0 
Now we can formally prove that MT is closed under left-composition with HOM. 
5.9. Lemma. HOM 0 1 MT = MT. 
Proof. Since, for every ranked alphabet C,, HOM contains the identity tree function 
on T( Co), it is sufficient to prove that HOM or MTzT. We compute as follows: 
HOM o1 MT= HOM or (MT, or SUB) (by Lemma 5.8) 
=(HOM cl1 MT,)ol SUB (by the associativity property of or) 
~(TG, MT,)s, SUB (since HOM c T) 
G MT, or SUB (by [13, Corollary 4.101) 
= MT, (by Lemma 5.8.) 0 
From Lemmas 5.5 and 5.9, the second half of step 2 follows immediately. 
5.10. Theorem. HOM or lv-AT G MT. 
Now let us turn to step 3 and prove the generalizations of Theorems 5.4 and 5.10 to 
tree transducers with externals. Actually, the proof is based on these two theorems and 
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the properties of tree transducers with externals, which have been proved in Sections 
3 and 4. These properties state that the interpretation of external function symbols can 
be postponed until all the usual rewriting has been done. 
5.11. Lemma. For every class U of tree functions, 
(a) s-MT(U) 5 HOM o1 lv-AT( U) and 
(b) HOM o1 lv-AT( U) G MT(U). 
Proof. (a) Let M=(Q,(C,,C,, . . . . C,), A,qin, (E,(5), RM) be a simple mtt with 
externals from U and let M’=(Q,(ZO,X1,..., C,), A u E, qin, RMM’) be the simple 
macro tree transducer underlying M (cf. Definition 3.15 for this notion). Due to 
Theorem 5.4, M’ can be decomposed into a homomorphism tree transducer 
B=({q},Co,Cou~b,s,R’) and a one-visit attributed tree transducer 
N’=(Att,(Zb,Ci, . . ..Z.), AuEuZ~,ai,,RN~) such that r(M’)=s(B)o, r(N’). 
Now recall that A-ext(E) denotes the A-extension of E. By composing both 
sides of r(M’)=r(B)o, r(N’) with int(A-ext(Q)), we obtain t(M’)oint(A-ext(E))= 
(r(B)o, ~(N’))~int(A-ext(~))=z(B)~l(z(N’)~int(A-ext(~))). 
Clearly, N=(Att,(Xb,Zi ,..., C,), A u CL, ai,,(E,@), RN) is a one-visit att with ex- 
ternals from U and N’ is the attributed tree transducer underlying N. Because 
of Lemmas 3.16 and 4.15 it holds that r(M’)oint(A-ext(E))=r(M) and 
z( N’) 0 int(A-ext(E)) = r( N), respectively. Consequently, we obtain the equation 
~(M)=~(B)o~~(N). 
(b) This assertion can be proved in a similar way as part (a) by using Theorem 5.10 
and again Lemmas 3.16 and 4.15. 0 
In step 4 of our program we formalize the relationship between s-MT and MT, 
and we prove that MT(U)=Fos-MT(U) and MT(U)=FoMT(U), where F is 
the class of vector tree functions defined below. Note that s-MT 5 MT, because 
T=s-MTnMT1 and Ts MTi. 
5.12. Definition. Let r, n 20 and let [C] =(I,, . . . , C,,,) be a sequence of ranked 
alphabets. Moreover, let 5 = (gl,. . . , c,,)E( C$y 1, . . , Zty,,). 
The ([Cl, 6) vector function, denoted by f( [Cl, a), is the function of type 
T((&, . . ..Z.)>+T<(C,, ..., C,,,)) such that, for every (to, . .., t,.)~ T( (Co, . . , C,)), 
.f(Ccl,~)(to,...,t,)=(to,...,t,,ol,...,a,). 
Note that f( [C],( )) is the identity vector tree function of type 
T( [C] )-+T( [Z]). The class (f( [Cl, S) If( [Cl, 5) is a vector tree function} is 
denoted by F. 
Now we briefly discuss the idea of the construction for the inclusion MT( U) G F 0 s- 
MT(U). Let us consider an mtt M = (Q, [Cl, A, qin, (E, a), R) with externals, where 
[C] = ( Co, , C,), and let us assume that, for some II 3 0, (r + 1) + n is the maximal 
rank of a state of M. Then we construct an mtt M’ with externals which satisfies the 
following three properties: every state has rank (r + l)+n, the sequence of ranked 
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input alphabets is [Z,nd], and for every G=(cI, . . ..u)E~“. (to, . . ..~.)ET([C]), the 
equalities 
=z(M’)(t(),t1,..., tr,CI )...) cc) 
hold. That means, the function computed by M’ does not depend on its last n argu- 
ments. M’ is simply obtained from M by extending the rank of every state of M to 
(r+ 1) + n and by filling up the new argument positions of states, which occur on the 
right-hand side of a rule, with the dummy symbol Z. 
5.13. Lemma. For every set U of tree functions, 
(a) MT( U) = F 0 s-MT(U) and 
(b) MT(U)=FcMT(U). 
Proof. It suffices to prove that (1) MT(U)cFos-MT(U) and (2) 
F 0 MT( U) c MT( U). 
(1) Let M=(Q,[Z],d,qi”,(E,~),R) be an mtt with externals. Let 
[C] = (C,, . , C,) and, for some II 3 0, let max = (r + 1) + n be the maximal rank of 
a state of M. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 4”) contains some 
element, say E. Then we construct the simple max-ary mtt 
M’=(Q’,[Z,nd],d,q;,,(E,E),R’) with externals by 
- Q’= { q’(“‘ax) 1 qEQ}; 
_ R’: if q(o (x,, . . .._ Y,), y,, . . . . yk)+< is in R, then q’(a(x,, . . . . xm), yl, . . . . yk,yk+l, 
. ..) ym,,)+~’ is in R’, where 4’ is obtained from < by substituting every sub- 
expression p(xi, 51) ...) tj), with p~Q(‘+l’, XiEX,, by P’(x~, 51, ...) tj,C(, . . . . c(), 
with max-(j+ 1) M’S. 
It is obvious that ~(M)=f([E,nd],G)~r(M’), where E=(~,...,M)E~“. 
(2) Let f ([Z], 5) be a vector tree function, with [C] =(x0, . . ..Cr+.,) for some Y, n>O 
and ~?=(a,, . . . . on), and let M=(Q,(To )...) Tr+n),d,qi”,(E,~),R) be an mtt with 
externals. By the definition of 0, we can assume that range(f([Z],g)) G 
T((T,, . . ..r*+.,)). By definition of mtts with externals, Tic A for every ic[O,r+n]. 
Thus, in particular, Cj G A for every jc[O, r] and aj~d for every jE[n]. Note that 
qin has rank (r+ l)+n. 
Then we construct the (r + I)-ary mtt M’ = (Q’, (Co, . . , C,), A, qjn, (E, E), R’) by 
~ Q’=Qu{q$+“}, where q&,$Q. 
~ R’: R G R’ and, if qin(O(Xl, ...) Xm),JJi, . . . . y,, Y,.+~, .. . . y,+,)-c’ is in R, then 
ql,(o(x,, ...1 x,LyI, . . ..yl)+C’ is in R’, where S”=~[Y~+~/~~, . . ..~~+.l~,l. 
Obviously, z(M’)=f([Z],S)oz(M). 0 
Now we have performed the four steps of our program to prepare the proof of the 
main characterization result. 
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5.14. Theorem. For every class U oftreefunctions, MT( U) = F 0 (HOM o1 lv-AT( U)). 
Proof. MT( U) = F 0 s-MT(U) 
G F 0 (HOM o1 lv-AT( U)) 
gFoMT(U) 
G MT(U) 
(Lemma 5.13(a)) 
(Lemma 5.11 (a)) 
(Lemma 5.11 (b)) 
(Lemma 5.13(b)). 0 
In particular, by taking U = 8, we obtain a characterization of macro tree trans- 
ducers in terms of attributed tree transducers. 
5.15. Corollary. MT = F 0 (HOM o1 lv-AT). 
6. Characterizations of the class of primitive recursive tree functions 
In this section we will consider mtts with externals and atts with externals as 
operators on the set pops of all classes of tree functions in the sense that, for a class 
U of tree functions, MT(U) and AT(U) are again classes of tree functions. In other 
words, MT and AT can be considered as functions of type pOps+pOps. We will 
prove that the class PREC of primitive recursive tree functions can be obtained also 
by replacing the closure under the operator which is defined by the scheme of 
primitive recursion, by the closure under the operators which are defined either by 
mtts with externals or atts with externals. 
Let us first recall the definitions of the base functions for the class PREC of 
primitive recursive tree functions, i.e., constant tree functions and projections (cf. [23, 
26, 141). Note that top-concatenations have been defined already in Section 2. 
6.1. Definition. Let [Z]=(C, ,..., C,) be a sequence of ranked alphabets and let 
(t I>...~hc)~~(C~I). 
(a) Let k>O and tET(Q). The tree function const([Z],t):T([Z])-r(Q), 
such that const ( [Cl, t ) ( tl , . . . , tk) = t, is called constant tree function. 
(b) Let k > 1 and jE [k]. The tree function proj ( [Cl, j) : T( [C] ) + T( CL?), so that 
proj ( [Cl, j)( tl , . , tk) = tj, is called projection tree function. 
We denote the classes of constant tree functions and projections by CONST and 
PROJ, respectively. Next we define the usual composition of tree functions. 
6.2. Definition. Let r>O, k>l, and let [C]=(C, ,..., Z,) and [d]=(d, ,..., dk) be 
two sequences of ranked alphabets. For every iE [ k], let gi : T( [C] ) + T( Sz) be a tree 
function such that range(g,) c T(di), and let f: T( [A])-T( !2) be a tree function. 
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The composition off with gl, . . . , gk is the tree function comp(g,, , g&f) of type 
T([C])+T(Q) defined in the following way: for every (tl,...,t,)ET([C]), 
comp(gly . . ..gk.f)(tl, . . ..tr)=fbl(tl. . . ..t.), . ..?gk(tl. . . ..t.)). 
Let H and G be two classes of tree functions. Then COMP( G; H) denotes the class 
of all functions comp(g,, . . , gk;f), with gi~G, ~EH, and appropriate k. If H = G, then 
we abbreviate COMP( G; H) as COMP(H). We say that H is closed under composition 
if COMP(H) E H. 
For an operator W: pOps-+pOps on pops, we now inductively define the class of 
tree functions which contains the base functions and which is closed under composi- 
tion and W. 
6.3. Definition. Let W: pOps+pOps be an operator on pops. The class PRECw is 
the smallest class P of tree functions such that the following two conditions hold: 
(a) TOP u CONSTu PROJ z P and 
(b) COMP(P) G P and W(P) s P. 
Clearly, if Wis determined by the scheme of primitive recursion, then PRECw is the 
class of primitive recursive tree functions. Before recalling the definition of this 
scheme, we first provide an auxiliary construct concerning a family of tree functions 
with particular domains. 
6.4. Definition. Let Y > 0, [@I = ( Q1, . . , @,) be a sequence of ranked alphabets, and 
let C and A be two ranked alphabets. 
A (C, [@I, A)-family of tree junctions is a family G: C+Ops such that, for every 
a~C(~l, with k>O, G(o): T(.Z)k~ T([@]) x T(A)k+T(A) is a tree function. 
Intuitively, for every ~EC, a (C, [@I, A)-family of tree functions provides a function 
that is used on the right-hand side of the corresponding defining equation (cf. [14, 
Lemma 4.51). 
6.5. Lemma. Let G be a (C, [CD], A )-family of tree functions, where [@I = ( Q1, . , @,), 
r 3 0, is a sequence of ranked alphabets and C and A are ranked alphabets. Then there is 
a unique tree function f: T(C) x T( [ @])-+T( A) such that, for every ~EC’~‘, with 
k30, sl, . . . . s,eT(C), and (tI, . . . . t,)~T([@l), the following holds: 
f(c(s,, . . ..Sk).tl, . . ..t.)=G(g)(s,, . . ..sk.tl, . ..>t., 
The unique function f of the previous lemma is called the primitive recursive tree 
function determined by G and is denoted by pr( G). Let U be a set of tree functions, then 
PR( U) denotes the set of primitive recursive functions pr( G), where G is a (C, [@I, A)- 
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family of tree functions of U. Thus, PR is another operator on pops, and we say that 
U is closed under primitive recursion if PR( U) c U. 
6.6. Definition. The class of primitive recursive tree functions, denoted by PREC, is 
defined by PRECpR. 
Thus, the main result of this section can be formalized by the equation 
PREC = PRECAT = PRE&. The proof of this theorem is based on three lemmas: for 
every class U of tree functions, PR(U)sAT(U) and AT(U)sMT(U), and 
MT(PREC) c PREC. 
6.7. Lemma. For every class U of tree functions, PR( U) c AT(U). 
Proof. Let pr( G): T( .Z) x T( [@I)-+T( A ) be the primitive recursive tree function 
determined by some (C, [@I, d )-family G of tree functions, where [ @] = ( Q1, . . , @,), 
r 3 0, is a sequence of ranked alphabets and C and A are ranked alphabets. Moreover, 
range(G) YZ U. We construct an att A4 = (Att, [C, @I, r,f; (C’, G), R) with externals 
from U such that pr(G)=z(M). 
We define Att,,, = {Lid} and Attinh= { yr,...,y,). Moreover, T=Cuu{@iJiE 
Crl)uA. 
Let C’ = { 0’ 1 cr~C}, with rank,,( c+)= 2 * rank,(o) + r for every a’cC’. Without loss 
of generality, we can assume that C’ n r =8. The Y-algebra (I! is determined by 
(T(T);?) and, for every IS’EC’, with rankZ.(cT’)=2* k+r and some k30, we defined 
the mapping ~(a’): T([(2*k+r)T])-+T(T) as follows: 
Case 1: Foreverys, ,..., sLET(C),(tl ,..., t,)ET([@]),41 ,..., &T(A),wede- 
finey(a’)(sl,...,Sk,tl,...,tr,~l,...,~k)=G(~)(S1,...,sk,tl,...,tr,~l,...,~k). 
Case 2: For every other tuple (tj 1, . . , $2rk +r )E T( [(2 * k + r) r] ) of arguments, we 
define ~(a’)($~, ...,$2*k+r )=c( for some arbitrary cr~A(‘). 
Next we construct the semantic rules. For every oeCtk’, with k > 0, and every jE[k] 
and iE[r], the rules 
(id,&)(dxl, . . ..xk)b4(id. 11, . . ..(id.k)), 
(f,~)(dx~, . . ..xk))+o’((id. 11, . . ..(i4k).(yl,E), . . ..(Y.,E),(~, I), . . ..(f.k)), 
are in R. 
From the construction of the semantic rules one can easily derive the following 
property: in every derivation of M, whenever a subtree of the form a’(tl, . . . , (,), with 
tiET(T), is replaced by ~(a’)((~, . . . ,&,,), then m=2*k+r for some k>O, and 
t~,...,&T<z:), (5k+Ir...,5k+,)ET(C~l), and 5k+*+1,...,Sk+r+kET(T). Thus, 
only case 1 of the definition of 7 is relevant for the derivations of M. We drop the proof 
of r(M)=pr(G). 0 
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Next we prove that every att with externals can be simulated by an mtt with 
externals. Actually, the construction is the same as the construction given in the proof 
of Lemma 5.5, except that we always have to consider the extended versions of the tree 
transducer models. 
6.8. Lemma. For every class U of tree functions, AT( U) E MT( U). 
Proof. Confer the proof of Lemma 5.5. 0 
6.9. Lemma. MT(PREC) c PREC. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.17, MT(PREC) c MT 0 INT(PREC). By [14, Definition 3.71, 
a macro tree transducer is a modular tree transducer with one module, and by [14, 
Theorem 5.111, modular tree transducers compute exactly the class PREC. By [14, 
Lemma 4.133, INT(PREC) G PREC. Since PREC is closed under composition, the 
statement of the theorem follows immediately. 0 
6.10. Theorem. PREC = PRECA, = PREC&. 
Proof. PREC c PREC,, (by Lemma 6.7) 
c PRE&,,, (by Lemma 6.8) 
c PREC (by Lemma 6.9). 0 
In particular, we obtain two closure properties for the class PREC of primitive 
recursive tree functions. Roughly speaking, PREC is closed under generalized schemes 
of primitive recursion in which simultaneous recursion and nested function calls are 
allowed (i.e., MT(PREC) E PREC), and it is closed under tree-walking (i.e., 
AT(PREC) c PREC). 
6.11. Corollary. MT(PREC) c PREC and AT(PREC) s PREC. 
7. Conclusions 
In this paper we have introduced and studied mtts with externals and atts with 
externals. These are tree transducers in which the ranked alphabets of output symbols 
can contain special symbols, called external function symbols, which are interpreted 
by tree functions taken from an arbitrary, but reasonable class U. 
As a main result, we have shown that there is a connection between the classes 
MT(U) and lv-AT( U); more precisely, we proved that MT( U)=Fo(HOM o1 lv- 
AT(U)), where F denotes the class of some special vector tree functions. As a second 
result, we have proved that the class PREC of primitive recursive tree functions is also 
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obtained if, in its inductive definition, the closure under the scheme of primitive 
recursion is replaced by the closure under MT and AT, respectively. 
At this point we mention two further research subjects. 
(a) It may be interesting, for both mtts with externals and atts with externals, to 
choose U as some well-known fundamental class of tree functions (different from 
PREC) and then investigate the computational power of the resulting tree trans- 
ducers. If, e.g., U = AT, then one might think about the relationship between AT(AT) 
and attribute-coupled grammars [ZO]. Such attribute-coupled grammars can be 
considered as an efficient way of writing down and of evaluating the composition of 
usual attribute grammars. 
(b) Clearly, not only macro tree transducers and attributed tree transducers can be 
equipped with external functions but any other tree transducer defined ever, for 
example, bottom-up and top-down tree transducers [19,7]. For these tree transducers 
we can again choose U in some special way and, therefore, obtain a wide variety of 
classes of tree functions, such as T(T), T(B), B(T), etc., where B denotes the class of tree 
functions computed by total deterministic bottom-up tree transducers. Then one can 
compare the expressive power of these tree transducers. 
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